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CHAPTERl INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Survey objectives 
The specific objectives for the survey in Morocco were: 
• To map the distribution and estimate the biomass of the main smal l pelagic fi sh species using 
hydroacoustic methods. The species of interest were: sardine Sardina pilchardus, sardinellas 
Sardinella aurita, S. maderensis, chub mackerel Scomber japonicus, horse mackerel 
Trachurus trachurus, T. trecae, and anchovy Engraulis encrasicolus. 
• To identify acoustic targets by midwater and bottom trawl sampling and process the catches 
by recording weight and number by species. For the target species, length frequencies are 
taken to describe the size distribution. 
• To collect otoliths of sardine, sardinella and anchovy for later reading ashore. 
• To sample standard hydrographical transects for temperature, salinity and oxygen off Cape 
Blanc, Cape Barbas, Dakhla, Cape Bojador, Cape Juby, Cape Dra and Cape Ghir. 
The time allocated for this part of the survey was 25 working days. 
1.2 Participation 
Members of the scientific teams were: 
Institut National de Recherche Halieutique, Morocco: 
Hamid CHFIRI (team leader 18.05-02.06), Mostafa CHBANI (02-16.06), Lahccn 
ABOUABDELLAH, Mohamed ARAABAB, Ahmed El YOUSSEFI, Hicham GOURICH 
and Najib CHAROUKI. 
Institut Mauritanien de Recherches Oceanographiques et des Peches, Mauritania: 
Saikou Oumar KIDE. 
Institute of Marine Research, Norway (IMR): 
Oddgeir ALVHEIM (cruise leader 18 May-2 June), Tore STRØMME (cruise leader 2-16 
June), Marek OSTROWSKI (2-16 June), Tore MØRK and Thor Egil JOHANSSON. 
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1.3 Narrative 
Figure 1 shows the cruise track and the stations worked during the survey. The vcssel departed 
Agadir on May 18, steaming northwards to Cape Cantin from where the sampling work starled. 
The survey proceeded southwards with an acoustic sampling grid with a transect distance 10 
nautical miles (NM) apart, covering the shelf and slope down until about 200 m bottom depth. 
The outer shelf between Cape Dra and Cape Juby was sampled with a more open grid as it is 
known from previous surveys that this part of the shelf holds few pelagic resources and no 
sardine. The survey continued to south of Cape Bojador when sampling was interrupted with a 
call at Las Palmas 1-3 June for refuelling and change of crew. The survey proceeded southwards 
covering the shelf between Cape Bojador and Cape Blanc wi th transects. Due to fine weather and 
well defined fish distributions it was not necessary to resurvey prut of the area as often in the 
past. The survey reached Cape Blanc on the morning of 14 June. As time allowed and in order to 
have a synoptic registration acoustic mapping of pelagic fish was continued southwards in 
transects until out of the main concentrations, off Cape Timiris. The survey ended on 16 June 
with a call at Nouakchott for disembarkment of scientific team. 
The weather was more cairn than normal during the survey and did not put any constrains on the 
survey work. 
1.4 Methods 
The cruise followed the standard methods established for the regional surveys. 
Environmental data 
Meteorological observations including wind direction and speed, air temperature, global radiation 
and sea smface temperature (SST) were automatically logged and recorded with position and 
bottom depth every nautical mile sailed using an Aanderaa meteorological station. CTD-stations 
were recorded at the standard hydrographic transects. A Seabird 911 + CTD probe was used to 
obtain vertical profiles of temperature, salinity and oxygen. Real time plotting and logging was 
done using the customised Seabird Seasave software installed on a PC. The profiles were in 
general taken down to a few meters above the bottom. In deep stations, however, data logging 
was interrupted at 500 m. Niskin bottles were triggered for water samples, one near the surface 
and one near the bottom, in order to calibrate the oxygen and salinity sensors. The water samples 
were analysed for dissolved oxygen using the Winkler method, and for salinity using a Guildline 
Portasal salinometer mod. 8410. 
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Figure la. Course track with fishing and hydrographic stations, Cape Blanc to Cape Juby. Depth contours <tl 20 m, 
50 m, 100 m, 200 m and 500 m are indicated. 
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Biological sampling of the fish was canied out using trawls. A pelagic trawl with floats was often 
used. A smaller pelagic trawl or the bottom trawl with floats was used for sampling the pelagic fish 
in very shallow waters (depth less than 25 m). Annex Ill gives a description of the instruments and 
the fishing gear used. All catches were sampled for composition by weight and numbers of each 
species caught. Species identification was based on the FAO Species Guides. Length frequency 
distributions, by total fish length in cm, of the selected target species were taken in all the stations 
where they were present. The complete records of fishing stations are shown in Annex Il. 
The following target groups were used for Morocco: 
1. Sardine (European pilehard Sardina pilchardus), 
2. Sardinellas (flat sardinella Sardinella maderensis and round sardinella S. aurita) , 
3. Anchovy (European anchovy Engraulis encrasicolus), 
4. Horse mackerels (Atlantic horse mackerel Trachurus trachurus, Cunene horse mackerel 
T. trecae, 
5. Mackerels (chub mackerel Scomber japonicus), 
6. Other pelagic scomb1ids, carangids and associated species (such as Auxis sp., Caranx sp. and 
largehead hairtail Trichiurus lepturus), BEI group PEL2, 
7. Other demersal species (such as Spa1idae, Haemulidae and Merluccidae). 
Otoliths of anchovy, sardine, sardinella, horse mackerel and chub mackerel were collected for a 
regional project on aging. 
Acoustic sampling 
A SIMRAD EK500 Echosounder was used and the echograms were stored on both paper and files. 
The acoustic biomass estimates were based on the integration technique. The Bergen Integrator 
(BEI) was used for analysis and allocation of the integrated sA-values (average area back scattering 
coefficient in m2/NM2) to the individual specified target groups by 5 NM intervals. The BEI system 
has improved capabilities in discriminating dense fish aggregations dose to the bottorn as compared 
to the inbuilt integrator in EK500, which was used in the surveys prior to 1995. The splitting and 
allocation of the integrator outputs (sA-values) was based on a cornbination of a visual scrutiny of 
species characteristics as deduced from echo diagrams, the BEI analysis, and the catch compositions. 
In cases where the target category of fish contains more than one species (sardinell as and horse 
mackerels), the rnean sA-value allocated to the category is divided between the species in the same 
ratio as their relative contribution to the mean back scattering strength in the lenglh frequency 
samples. 
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The fol lowing target strength (TS) function was applied to convert allocated sA-values (average 
integrator value, or area back scattering coefficient for a given species or group of species in a 
specified area) to number of fish: 
TS = 20 log L - 72 dB (1) 
which can be converted (see Toresen et al. 1998 for details) to the area form (scattering cross 
sections of acoustic targets): 
(2) 
where Li is total length in 1 cm length group i and CFi (m-2) is the reciprocal back scatte1ing cross 
section, or so-called fish conversion factor. In order to split and convert the allocated sKvalues 
(m2JNM2) to fish densities (numbers per length group per NM2 ) , the following formula was used: 
where Pi = density (n/NM2) of fish in length group i 
SA = mean integrator value (m2/NM2) 
Pi = proportion of fish in length group i 
(3) 
n L __fl_= the relative back scattering cross section (m2) of the length frequency 
i=l CF, 
sample of the target species, and 
CFi = reciprocal back scattering cross section (crbs-1) of a fish in length group i 
For TS= 20log L- be 72 the formula can further simplified into: 
- ni P; = 1261217· Sa_ma_ x __ (4) 
Ln,L7 
i= min 
where SA = mean integrator value of a species within an aggregation area, in m2/NM2 
ni = frequency count of length group i in a pooled representative sample from the 
distribution area. 
li = mid length of fish in length group i. 
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The constant 1261217 incorporates the offset constant -72 in 
equation (1). For other TS relationships the equation constant 
becomes as in box. The table is presented to facilitate a 
recalculation in case more accurate TS measurements are provided 
in the future: 
Using equation (4), the pooled length distribution is used together 
with the mean sA-value to calculate the density by length groups for 
each observed area with fish aggregations. The total number, by 
length groups, in an area is obtained by multiplying the densities with 
the distribution area. Areas were calculated on the maps by using a 


















The number of fish were converted to biomass by length group using the esti mated weight at Jength 
from the Jength-weight relationship: 
w = cond * L3 
100 
(3 ) 
The specific condition factors obtained from the samples and applied for this survey were: 0.82 for 
sardine, 0.94 for S. aurita, 0.97 for S. maderensis, 0.54 for Engraulis encrasicolus and 0.84 for horse 
mackerel and chub mackerel. 
Finally the total biomass estimate is obtained by summing the biomass by length group and areas 
within each sector of the survey. 
Equations (1), (2) and (3) show that the conversion from SA-value to number of fi sh is dependent on 
the length composition of the fish. In general there are many problems associated with getting 
representative length distributions when the various size classes mix with varying proportions 
between neighbouring stations. When the size classes are well and homogenously mixed in an area . 
the various length distributions are pooled together with equal imp01tance. In areas where fish size-
groups are well segregated, separate estimates are made for each group. Otherwise, when the size 
distribution varies from sample to sample, a weighting factor is applied that takes in to account the 
density at the location. In most cases, the mean acoustic density at the location of the sample is the 
most representative index of this fish density. 
For the estimation of the biomass of target group 6, carangids and associated species, an overall 
average length of 23 cm and a condition factor of 0.88 (to calculate mean weight of this length 
group) were applied. 
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A systematic approach to a) produce pooled length di stributions of a target species for use in the 
above equation and b) calculate the biomass estimates for a region, are obtained through the 
following procedure: 
• Each trawl station gets an integrator value as a density index for the sampling si te. 
• Representative length distributions are selected from all the collected samples of a fi sh 
aggregation. 
• The mean back scattering strength of a fish in each of these length frequency di stributions is 
calculated. 
• The selected length distributions are then pooled using the ratio between the allocated sA-value 
and the mean back scattering strength as the weighting factor. (If the size distribution is 
geographically uniform the three steps mentioned above can be skipped and the samples are 
pooled together with equal importance.) 
• The pooled length distribution is used together with the mean sA value to calculate the biomass 
in numbers by length groups, for each area in the map, using formula (4) above. Numbers are 
converted to weight using the condition factor of the species. This can be calculated from the 
length samples where the total weight of the sample is recorded, or from individual biological 
samples. 
• Biomass is calculated as the product of the density and the area of the aggregation, and fi nally 
the area-related biomass values in a region are summed together. 
The necessary calculations are done in spreadsheets after the scientist has completed the two first 
steps in the above list manually. 
All data on fishing stations and fish length sampling were made available to the participants from the 
local research institutes on CDs. 
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CHAPTER 2 SURVEY RESUL TS 
2.1 Hydrographic conditions 
Wind conditions 
Weak-to-moderate winds characterized the weather conditions during this survey. The 
distribution of winds along the survey track is represented in Figure 2. The predominant wind 
direction is for the entire region is north-east. This resembles the seasonal wind pattern for June, 
whereby the subtropical trade wind belt reaches the northern extremity of its annual range. Due to 
this wind direction and the predominant direction of the coastline, the main wind stress is during 
this period is oriented alongshore and favours development of upwelling along the most of the 
coastline. 
The strongest wind events were observed between Cape Cantin and Cape Ghir, between Tan-Tan 
and Cape Juby in the north (Figure 2b); and off Cape Blanc in the south (Figure 2a). The wind 
velocity during these events was 10 mis on average and reached 16 mis during gusts. The low-
wind conditions, characterized by the speed below 5 mis, were observed off Sidi -Ifni (Figure 2b), 
Laayoune, and south of Cape Barbas (Figure 2a). 
The wind conditions during this survey were considerably calmer from those observed from the 
previous surveys, which were conducted in the same period dming the past two years. 
Sea surface temperature 
The distributions of sea surface temperature (SST) are depicted Figure 3. They presen t a strong 
evidence of intense upwelling conditions dming the time of this survey. The temperature on the 
outer shelf was waimer than usual, often exceeding 20 °C, while the inshore temperatures 
associated to upwelling cells were at the usual level below 17 °C. Due to such a contrast, the 
upwelling cells were easily identifiable from the distributions of SST. The most pronounced 
upwelling cell in the north was observed off Cape Sim, where the temperature was less than 
16 °C (Figure 3b). The other upwelling cells in that region were observed off Sidi Ifni, Cape Dra 
and Cape Juby. It must be remarked, however, that at those locations, as opposed to Cape Sim, 
the wind conditions during the ship's passage were either cairn or not upwelling-favourable. 
In the southem region (Figure 3a), three upwelling cells were observed. These were: Lacraa 
(latitude 25°N), Dakhla and Cape Blanc. The warmest surf ace temperature was observed at the 
usual location, off Cape Bojador, in the locality situated along the steep section of the shelf and 
10 
where warm and saline water masses associated to the Canary Current reach their closest di srnnce 
to the Moroccan coastline. 
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Figure 2a. Wind conditions along the survey, Cape Blanc to Cape Juby. Depth contours as in Fig. l a. 
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Figure 2b. Wind conditions along the survey, Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. Depth contours as in F ig. l a. 
Vertical stratification and water masses 
The hydrographic sections are depicted in Figure 4. Their respective locations are given in 
Figure 1. The figures indicate a clear separation between the two majors hydrographic regimes or 
the region: the North and South Atlantic water masses. The North Atlantic regime, is dominant 
to the n01th of Cape Bojador, while that influenced by the South Atlantic to the south of it. 
During the survey, to the north of Cape Bojador, the water column was dominated by a 
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high-salinity, subsurface core located in the vicinity of the shelf-break. As the survey progressed 
from the north to the south, the salinity at the core rose from S > 36.2 (Cape Ghir) to S > 36.7 
(Cape Bojador). In spite of this change, the core's position relative to the shelf-break remained 
constant at all sections located to the north of Cape Bojador. To the south of Cape Bojador the 
pattern had changed. At Dakhla, the core became detached from the shelf-break and repositioned 
offshore. Further south, it disappeared completely from the area covered by the survey. 
From examining Figure 4, it is evident that the warm and saline surface water masses on the outer 
shelf were associated with the high-salinity core of the North Atlantic origin. Underlying it on 
the shelf, were the subsurface water layers, drawn at the shelf-break and transp01ted towards the 
coast by upwelling. From Figure 4, it is also evident that the properties of the upwelled seawater 
varied greatly between the sections located to the north and south of Cape Boj ador, in parti cular. 
with respect to oxygen. In the north, the oxygen concentrations at the shelf-break and in the 
upwelled water were high, 4-5 ml/I. In the south, the respective concentrations were much lower, 
below 2 ml/I. The section plots indicate that the transition zone between these two regimes 
occurred between Dakhla and Cape Barbas. 
Figure 5 depicts the extent of the two Atlantic regimes along the two depth contours 50 and 
200 m depth in the region between Cape Bojador and Cape Blanc. The water of the South 
Atlantic origin is marked in that figure by the salinity < 36 and the oxygen concentration < 3 ml/I, 
whereas that of the North Atlantic origin by the higher values. On the shelf (Figure 5a), the 
North Atlantic regime dominates the whole water column, with the South Atlantic water masses 
confined only to the vicinity of Cape Blanc. Further offshore, in the shelf-break region, 
(Figure 5b) the North Atlantic water occupies the upper part of the water column while the core 
the South Atlantic water mass descents along the continental slope be low the lighter North 
Atlantic waters and reaches the depth of 200 m approximately at the posit ion of the Dakhla 
sec tion. 
Summary 
Warm air temperatures and weak-to-moderate, upwelling-favourable winds characterized the 
weather conditions observed during this survey. Active upwelling cells were observed along the 
whole coastline from Cape Cantin to Cape Blanc. The North Atlantic water masses dominated 
the hydrographic conditions along the entire shelf. These cairner conditions and the associated 
increase in solar radiation, in the presence of active upwelling cells may have created good 
grazing conditions for small pelagic fish to form <lense concentrations in the inner part of the 
shelf. 
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Figure 3b. Sea surface temperature (at 5 m depth), Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. Depth contours as in Fig. l a. 
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Figure 4. Hydrographic sections with distribution of temperature, salinity and oxygen. 
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Figure Sb. Distribution of temperature, salin i ty and oxygcn a long the 200 m 1>oharh. 
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2.2 Distribution of pelagic fish on the shelf from Cape Blanc to Cape Juby 
Figures 6-9 to show the distribution of the main groups of pelagic fish by contoured acoustic 
densities. 
Sardine, Sardina pilchardus, Figure 6, was found almost without interruption from Cape Blanc 
to Cape Juby. North of Cape Barbas there was mainly adult fish while juvenile fi sh were mixed in 
further south. The juveniles were extending south of Cape Blanc and seemed to have its ccntrc or 
distribution there. The highest concentrations of sardine occurred between 23 and 25 °N, in line 
with previous surveys. Between Cape Bojador and Cape Juby the fi sh was a mixture of young and 
old fish, Figure lOa. Recruitment seems successful with abundant small sized sardine south of 
Cape Blanc, in Mauritania. This will be mapped and assessed in the following survey. 
Sardinellas (Sardinella aurita and Sardinella maderensis) were found in a few patches north of 
Cape Barbas, but the main part of the fish was found within 60 NM north of Cape Blanc, 
Figure 7. It is expected t:hat t:his di stribution will extend into Mauritania. 
Horse mackerels (Trachurus trachurus and T. trecae) were common from Cape Blanc to Cape 
Bojador, but mostly at low densities. A band of <lenser aggregations was located at the outer shelf 
off Cape Barbas, Figure 8. 
Chub mackerel (Scomber japonicus) was more common than previously, perhaps more due to 
hetter training in discriminating the weak records of the species from plankton than actually an 
increase in abundance. As found further north , the species seems to form higher aggregations at 
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Figure 8. Distribution of horse mackerel, Cape Blanc to Cape Juby. Depth contours as in Fig. la. 
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Figure 10. Length frequency distributions sardine Cape Blanc to Cape Juby. 
2.3 Distribution of pelagic fish on the shelf from Cape Juby to Cape Can tin. 
Sardine, Figure 11 , was registered along most of the coast. The highest densities were recorded 
between Cape Juby and Sidi Ifni and between Cape Sim and Safi. The general picture has much 
resemblance with the previous surveys. The pooled length distributions on sardine, Figure 13, 
show that younger sardines with one dominant mode around 16 cm make up the main part of the 
sardine. Youngest year class with a mode around 8-9 cm is less prominent than last year. 
Anchovy was found in several patches along the coast, and in more dense concentrations bct\vccn 
Cape Dra and Cape Ghir, Figure 12. The distribution resembles much the situati on during the 
previous survey, in December 2002. 
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Figure 11. Distribution of sardine, Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. Depth contours as in Fig. la. 
Recordings of horse mackerel and chub mackerel were rather few as expected from previous 
surveys in the region. Narrow bands of chub mackerel registered by the acoustic system at the 
shelf break off Tan Tan and off Cape Sim could indicate that the species is s li gh tly more 
abundant in this area. This has also been recorded in June 2002 and it could be that the specics 
tends to concentrate at the shelf edge. 
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Figure 13. Length frequency distribution of sardine Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. 
2.4 Biomass estimates 
A summary on biomass estimates is given in Table 1 below. More detailed biomass estimates in 
number and weight by length groups are shown in Annex I. 
Cape Blanc-Cape Bojador 
The sardine was estimated to 5.7 million tannes, a 24% increase from the 3.5 million tannes 
estimated in November 2002. The length distribution is earlier shown in Figure 10. Most of the 
fish in terms of biomass (90%) consist of older fish. Compared with earlier years, the 
development in the "adult" part of the stock (i.e. fi sh > 19 cm) is: 
Survey Thousand tannes Million fi sh 
November-December 1996 4 600 47 400 
November-December 1997 240 2 900 
November-December 1998 340 3 400 
November-December 1999 1 000 11 500 
November-December 2000 1 260 13 200 
May-June 2001 * 1 975 22 500 
November-December 2001 3 200 32 000 
May-June 2002 * 2 100 21400 
November-December 2002 3 700 35 500 
June 2003 * 5 580 59 300 
* Including sardine in Mauritania 
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The strong increase in the adult stock since the previous survey is mainly due to a new year-class 
enteting the adult stage. The young fish ( < 20 cm), including the fi sh in Mauritanian waters, 
constitute of 50 billion fi sh, compared to 38 billion one year earlier. 
Sardinella was estimated to 750 thousand tonnes consisting of 490 and 260 thousand tannes of 
respectively round and flat sardinella. This estimate is a considerable increase from the 165 
thousand tonnes estimated one year earlier, to compare similar seasons. 
The two species of horse mackerel combined was estimated 500 thousand tonnes, of which 300 
and 200 thousand tonnes were Atlantic and Cunene horse mackerel respectively. 
Cape Bojador-Cape Juby 
Sardine was estimated to 200 thousand tonnes, a slight reduction from the 220 thousand tonnes 
estimated in November 2002. The stock seems to be on a downward trend as the estimate was 
650 thousand both in June 2002 and November 2001. In contrast to earlier years the main part of 
the stock (70%) in biomass is composed of adult fish bigger than 19 cm in length. Y oung fi sh is 
only 60 0000 tonnes in contrast to 200 000 tonnes one year earlier. 
Cape Juby - Cape Cantin 
The sardine is estimated to 940 thousand tonnes, much in line with the 900 000 estimated in 
December 2002. The stock seems to be on an increasing trend in biomass. Abundance in numbers 
is about 30 billion, close to the 35 billion estimated last December. The growth is therefore more 
from intrinsic growth than from new recruitment. The presence of fish of 6-11 cm length is only 
20% compared to June 2002. This is a sign of weak recruitment. 
Anchovies were estimated to 44 thousand tonnes much in line with the two previous estimates. 
One clear mode on 13 cm are found in the length di stribution, Annex 1. 
Table 1 Summary of biomass estimates of pelagic fish, thousand ton nes. 
Round F lat Atlantic Cunene Chub Region Sardines 
sardinella sardinella horse horse mackerel Anchovy 
mackerel mackerel 
Cape Cantin-
Cape Juby 940 0 0 40 0 55 44 
Cape Juby-
Cape Bojador 200 20 + 0 0 10 0 
Cape Bojador-
Cape Blanc 5 700 470 260 300 200 320 I 
Totals 6 840 490 260 340 200 385 45 
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CHAPTER 3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The survey was conducted in the period 181h May to 16111 June. The survey area Cape Cantin-Cape 
Blanc was covered with an acoustic course track of 5100 NM and 87 fi shing stations. The limits 
of the school areas of the sardine, anchovy and horse mackerel are thought to have been well 
determined and the main areas adequately sampled. The weather condi tions were fine during the 
survey and did not put constraints on the survey work. 
The hydrographic data indicate a cairner and warmer coastal climate during thi s survey than the 
long-term average. These cairner conditions and the associated increase in sol ar radiation, in the 
presence of active upwelling cells may have resulted in favourab le environmental conditions fo r 
grazing of small pelagic fish in the inner parts of the shelf. 
Figure 14 gives a general overview on the major aggregations of pelagic fish with rounded 
biomass figures. The biomass estimates are also summarised in Table 1. 
Generally the sardine has a distribution pattern as normal for the season: juveniles south of Cape 
Barbas, extending into Mauritania and the main part of the adult southern stock between Cape 
Barbas and 25°N. The biomass of sardine between Cape Blanc and Cape Bojador has further 
increased from 4.6 million tonnes in November 2002 to 5.7 million during the last survey. Of thi s 
5.1 million is old fish in the Dakhla region , while only 550 thousand tennes is juvenile fi sh, 
found mixed with the adults south of Cape Barbas. Major aggregations of juvenilc am! adult 
sardine were recorded south off Cape Blanc. In addition two patches of sardine were fo und 
further south, off Cape Timiris . Total biomass south off Cape Blanc was estimated to 800 
thousand tannes. 
Sardine in the region Cape Bojador-Cape Juby is estimated to 200 thousand tannes, close to the 
estimate of 220 thousand in December 2002. The area holds considerable more juveniles 
compared to one year earlier, while the adult population is reduced about 25%. Further north, the 
stock between Cape Juby and Cape Cantin is estimated to 940 thousand tonnes, a slight and not 
significant increase from the 900 thousand estimated in December 2002. This fi sh continue to be 
composed of mainly one year class due to a persistent high fi shing pressure. 
The concentrations of sardinellas were mainly found between Cape Barbas and Cape Blanc. 
Round sardinella is estimated to 490 thousand tonnes, an increase from the 165 thousand tonnes 
from the same period previous year. Flat sardinella located north off Cape Blanc was estimated to 
260 thousand tonnes. The fish recordings extend southwards into Mauritania. 
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Figure 14. Map of the major pelagic fish concentrations with estimated abundance (tonnes), Cape Blanc to Cape 
Can tin. 
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Horse mackerel was found in aggregations between Cape Blanc and Cape Barbas. The estimate is 
500 thousand tannes. 
Chub mackerel is generally recorded at low densities, somewhat higher in the region south of 
Dakhla. The estimate is 320 tannes, of the same order of magnitude as in the two previous 
surveys. The species is probably considerably underestimated as the acoustic target strength is not 
quantified, but considerable lower than the sardine. This has not yet been compensated for in the 
calculations. 
Anchovy was found in several patches in the central region, Cape Cantin-Cape Juby. The biomass 
was estimated to 45 thousand tannes, of the same order as in the two previous surveys. 
Trends 1995-2003, sardine 
Figure 15 shows the biomass estimates of sardine compared with results from previous 
"Dr. Fridtjof Nansen" surveys. Figure 16 shows the biomass figures 1995-2003 by length classes. 
Both figures show that the southem stock, including the sardine between Cape Bojador and Cape 
Juby, has continued to grow during the last half-year. The growth is mainly in the adult part of 
the stock. As mentioned in the report from the December 2002-survey there are reasons to 
assume that the stock now approaches its upper limit, the present estimate is the highest in the 
time series of 20 years. One can therefore now safely shift from a strategy of rebuilding the stock 
to harvest it more intensively. 
As in the later years, small fish with a modal length of 16 cm continue to dominate the central 
stock between Cape Juby and Safi. The stock seems to be in good shape, but as the fishery runs 
on one year-el ass of rather young fish there is a weak or no buffer if there should be a recruitment 
failure. The abundance, in numbers, of small sized sardine (<12 cm) is only 20% of that in May 
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Figure 15. Sardine biomass estimates Cape Cantin-Cape Juby and Cape Juby-Cape Blanc. 
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Figure 16. Numbers and biomass by length dass, 1995-2003. Cape Cantin-Cape Juby (top) and Cape Juby-Cape 
Blanc (bottom). Sardine south off Cape Blanc included in lower figure. 
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RESUME 
La campagne a ete conduite avec succes durant la periode du 18 Mai au 16 J uin 2003, elle a couve1t la 
region entre Cap Cantin et Cap Blanc suivant un schema de prospection acoustique de 5100 mi les 
nautiques et 87 stations de peche de controle. Les limites des zones des banes de sardine, d'anchois. et 
du chinchard ont ete bien determines et delimites et leurs principales zones adequatement 
echantillonnees. Les conditions climatiques, generalement bonnes, n 'ont pas cause de contraintes 
majeures ala prospection durant cette periode. 
Les observations meteorologiques conduites durant cette prospection indiquent la presence 
d'upwelling dans les zones usuelles le long de la cote. La distribution de la temperature et de la 
salinite indiquent un climat cotier plus frais que prevu selon la moyenne saisoniere a long terme. 
Une vision generale des majeures concentrations des poissons pelagiques, avec des valeurs de 
biomasses arrondies, est presentee dans la figure 14. Les estimations de biomasse sont egalement 
resumees dans la tab]eau 1. 
Generalement, la distribution de la sardine presente le schema normal pour cette saison: Les juveni les 
au sud du Cap Barbas, en extention vers la Mauritanie. La majeure partie du stock est rencontrec dans 
la zone sud entre le Cap Barbas et 25 N: La biomasse entre Cap Bojador et Cap Blanc a augmente de 
4.6 million tennes en decembre 2002 pour atteinclre 5.7 million durant cette campagne, dont 5.1 
million de poissons adultes dans la region , alors que 550 mille tennes de juveniles sont rencontrees en 
melange avec des adultes au sud du Cap Barbas. Les juveniles ont ele enregistres abondarnment dans 
les eaux mauritaniennes, mais le resultat final doit attendre la fin de la mission qui sera conduite du 17 
au 27 juin. 
La biomasse de sardine entre Cap Juby et Cap Bojador est estimee a 200 mille tonnes, comparable a 
celle observee en decembre 2002. Cette zone comprend plus de juveniles comparativement a l'annee 
precedante, bien qu'une diminution sensible de la population a ete observee l'annee demiere. Cette 
diminution est probablement due ala forte pression de peche exercee dans cette region. 
Plus au nord, le stock sardinier entre Cap Juby et Cap Cantin est estime a 940 mille tannes, en legere 
augmentation par rapp01t aux 900 mille tannes estimes en decembre 2002. Ce stock est 
essentiellement compose de poisson de classe d'age de un an, ceci est due a la persistence de la forte 
pression de peche . 
Des concentrations de sardinelles ont ete detectees entre Cap Blanc et Cap Barbas. Leur biomasse est 
estimee a 650 mille tannes (490 mille tennes de sardinelle ronde et 260 mille tennes de Sardinellc 
plate), alors que 165 mille tonnes, seulement, ont ete estimees. Les enregistrements de cette espece 
continuent leur extention vers le sud dans les eaux Mauritaniennes 
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Le chinchard a ete rencontre en forme d' agregats entre Cape Blanc et Cap Barbas. La biomasse est 
estimee a 500 mille tannes qui est dans le roerne ordre de grandeur que r annee demiere. 
Le maquereau europeen est generalement enregistre en faible densites, quelque fois elevees dans la 
region de Dakhla. La biomasse est estimee a 320 mille tannes, qui reste dans le meme ordre de 
grandeur que celles des deux prospections de l'annee demiere. Cette espece est probablement sous-
estimee du fait que sa puissance de reflexion acoustique (TS) n'est pas quantifiee, mais reste 
considerablement pl us faible que la sardine. Les procedures de compensation n, ont pas encore ete 
eff ectuees dans les calculs 
Les detections d'anchois ont ete enregistres dans la region centrale entre le Cap Cantin et le Cap Juby. 
Sa biomasse, estimee a 45 mille tannes, reste au roerne niveau que celle observee l'annee demiere . 
Tendances du stock sardinier pendant la periode 1995-2003 
La figure 15 montre les estimations de la biomasse de la sardine, comparees avec les precedentes 
evaluations effectuees lors des campagnes a bord du 'Dr. Fridtjof Nansen', les evaluations de la 
biomasse entre 1995 et 2003 sont presentees par classe de taille sur la figure 16. Les deux figures 
montrent que le stock entre Cap Blanc et Cap Juby presente une remarquable reconstitution 
progressive depuis sa chute observee ala fin de 1997 eta continue sa croissance ces six derniers mois. 
Par ai!leurs, nous devons tenir compte des grandes quantites de juveniles presentes dans les eaux 
mauritaniennes, qui font partie du stock, mais ne sont pas encore evaluees. 
Comme mentionne dans le precedent rapport, il y a plusieurs raisons de supposer que le stock sud 
approche actuellement de sa limite maximale, L' estimation actuelle est la pl us elevee durant ces 20 
demieres annees, Il est par consequent possible, en toute securite, de changer de strategie 
d'amenagement du stock sud d'une politique de reconstitution a celle dune exploitation rationnelle. 
Les poissons de taille modale de 16cm, observes durant ces demieres annees dominent le stock central 
entre Cap Juby et Safi. Bien que ce stock semble bien se comporter, la peche s'exerce sur les jeunes 
individus de classe d 'age d'un an, ce qui implique une faible capacite d'effet tampon en cas d'echec 
de recrutement. En terme d'abondance, le nombre de petites sardines de tailles inferieures a 12 cm. est 
de 20% seulement de ce qu'il a ete en Mai 2002, et il semble que les juveniles entre 13 et 19 cm. 
subiront l'effet de la peche egalememt pendant la saison 2004. 
Annex I Biomass and number by fish length class 
Sardine (Sardina pilchardus) 
Numbers in millions Biomass in tannes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 
cm C. Jubv C. Bojador C. Blanc 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Bojador C. Blanc 
5 5 
6 5 5 6 11 11 
7 162 85 247 7 561 293 855 
8 1 732 394 2 126 8 8 722 1 984 10 706 
9 1 695 1 049 2 743 9 11 915 7 372 19 287 
10 208 172 933 1 313 10 1 975 1 633 8 858 12 466 
11 8 51 3 587 3 646 11 99 642 44 735 45 476 
12 36 18 5 523 5 577 12 570 291 88 452 89 313 
13 336 90 3 880 4 305 13 6 778 1 810 78 270 86 858 
14 1 710 475 1 406 3 590 14 42 737 11 877 35 140 89 754 
15 5 896 148 144 6 188 15 180 050 4 517 4 383 188 949 
16 8 222 47 8 269 16 302 859 1 725 304 584 
17 3 755 53 365 4 173 17 165 006 2 340 16 048 183 394 
18 1 494 67 2 032 3 592 18 77 545 3 484 105 490 186 519 
19 1 334 255 2 623 4 212 19 81136 15 487 159 483 256 106 
20 451 214 12 297 12 962 20 31 830 15 101 868 721 915 653 
21 59 150 15 952 16 161 21 4 815 12 214 1 300 016 1 317 045 
22 414 11 119 11 533 22 38 678 1 038 550 1077228 
23 69 374 8 341 8 784 23 7 336 39 791 887 608 934 736 
24 84 241 5 772 6 097 24 10 160 29 044 696 073 735 277 
25 8 53 1 996 2 056 25 1 041 7146 271 397 279 585 
26 473 473 26 72 251 72 251 
27 36 36 27 6 153 6 153 
28 3 3 28 603 603 
29 1 1 29 310 310 
30 30 
Total 27 257 4 354 76 483 108 094 Total 935 135 195 440 5 682 543 68131 19 
Annex I continued 
Round sardinella (Sardinella aurita) 
Numbers in millions Biomass in tonnes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Bojador C. Blanc 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 



















23 4.2 4.2 23 514 514 
24 28.6 28.6 24 3 952 3 952 
25 157.5 157.5 25 24 552 24 552 
26 345.4 345.4 26 60 416 60 416 
27 323.3 323.3 27 63 202 63 202 
28 262.4 262.4 28 57 090 57 090 
29 173.0 173.0 29 41 740 41 740 
30 206.1 206.1 30 54 964 54 964 
31 3.8 9.5 13.3 31 1 111 2 799 3 910 
32 2.8 42.7 45.5 32 915 13 766 14 682 
33 5.2 64.0 69.2 33 1 838 22 615 24453 
34 9.0 72.4 81.4 34 3 467 27 941 31 408 
35 10.9 89.9 100.8 35 4 573 37 818 42 391 
36 7.1 50.0 57.0 36 3 241 22 836 26 077 
37 1.4 36.5 37.9 37 703 18 088 18 791 
38 0.5 11.3 11.8 38 254 6 083 6 336 












Total 40.7 1 898.3 1 938.9 Total 16 102 470 891 486 993 
Annex I continued 
Flat sardinella (Sardinella maderensis) 
Numbers in millions Biomass in tannes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 
cm C.Juby C. Bojador C. Blanc 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 























27 4.9 4.9 27 998 998 
28 14.8 14.8 28 3 334 3 334 
29 52.3 52.3 29 13 034 13 034 
30 124.5 124.5 30 34273 34 273 
31 131.7 131 .7 31 39 928 39 928 
32 140.7 140.7 32 46 854 46 854 
33 130.0 130.0 33 47 419 47 419 
34 119.9 119.9 34 47 766 47 766 
35 51 .0 51.0 35 22125 22125 




40 0.2 0.2 40 102 102 










Total 0.6 772.1 772.7 Total 359 256 725 257 084 
Annex I continued 
Anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) 
Numbers in millions Biomass in tonnes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Bojador C. Blanc 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Bojador C. Blanc 
5 124.7 124.7 5 112 112 
6 407.3 1.6 408.9 6 604 2 606 
7 333.9 46.2 380.1 7 761 105 866 
8 354.1 101 .3 455.4 8 1 174 336 1 510 
9 258.8 44.1 302.9 9 1 198 204 1 402 
10 206.8 16.0 222.7 10 1 293 100 1 392 
11 401 .5 2.2 403.7 11 3 297 18 3 315 
12 880.6 1.7 882.4 12 9 288 18 9 306 
13 1 190.9 0.4 1 191.3 13 15 822 6 15 828 
14 523.7 0.4 524.1 14 8 621 7 8 629 
15 95.3 95.3 15 1 916 1 916 





Total 4 782.6 213.9 4 996.5 Total 44208 796 45 005 
Annex I continued 
Atlantic horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus ) 
Numbers in millions Biomass in tennes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Bojador C. Blanc 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 




8 22.7 22.7 8 117 117 
9 79.4 79.4 9 572 572 
10 17.0 17.0 10 166 166 
11 2.9 2.9 11 38 38 
12 1.1 5.9 7.0 12 19 97 115 
13 19.1 19.1 13 395 395 
14 29.9 29.9 14 764 764 
15 136.1 136.1 15 4 256 4 256 
16 293.7 293.7 16 11 083 11 083 
17 502.2 502.2 17 22 609 22 609 
18 1 018.6 1 018.6 18 54 177 54177 
19 1 078.3 1 078.3 19 67 165 67 165 
20 607.8 607.8 20 43 985 43 985 
21 144.4 144.4 21 12 052 12 052 
22 38.0 38.0 22 3 635 3 635 
23 14.8 14.8 23 1 617 1 617 
24 7.8 7.8 24 961 961 
25 45.6 45.6 25 6 354 6 354 
26 72.4 72.4 26 11 315 11 315 
27 72.3 72.3 27 12 636 12 636 
28 36.7 36.7 28 7 146 7 146 
29 38.5 38.5 29 8 311 8 311 
30 29.8 29.8 30 7 101 7 101 
31 31.4 31.4 31 8 255 8 255 
32 27.9 27.9 32 8 043 8 043 
33 1. 7 22.7 24.4 33 544 7 167 7 710 
34 34 
35 3.8 3.8 35 1 428 1 428 
36 2.1 2.1 36 849 849 
37 1.7 1. 7 37 762 762 
38 5.4 5.4 38 2 578 2 578 
39 2.7 2.7 39 1 373 1 373 
40 24.9 24.9 40 13 885 13 885 
41 4.9 4.9 41 2 970 2 970 
42 9.0 9.0 42 5 779 5 779 
43 12.3 12.3 43 8 478 8 478 







Total 190.5 4 277.0 4 467.5 Total 40 845 299 163 340 008 
Annex I continued 
Cunene horse mackerel (Trachurus trecae ) 
Numbers in millions Biomass in tonnes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Bojador C. Blanc 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 






10 17.9 17.9 10 174 174 
11 170.2 170.2 11 2 174 2 174 
12 454.1 454.1 12 7 450 7 450 
13 1 603.5 1 603.5 13 33 141 33 141 
14 1 889. 7 1 889.7 14 48 391 48 391 
15 1 458.3 1 458.3 15 45 617 45 617 
16 620.9 620.9 16 23 430 23 430 
17 242.7 242.7 17 10 926 10 926 
18 57.6 57.6 18 3 065 3 065 
19 11 .5 11 .5 19 716 716 
20 19.1 19.1 20 1 384 1 384 
21 3.1 3.1 21 255 255 
22 22 
23 8.0 8.0 23 876 876 
24 24.2 24.2 24 2 994 2 994 
25 61.3 61 .3 25 8 539 8 539 
26 60.3 60.3 26 9 424 9 424 
27 36.0 36.0 27 6 285 6 285 























Total 6 746.4 6 746.4 Total 206 385 206 385 
Annex I continued 
Chub mackerel (Scomber japonicus) 
Numbers in millions Biomass in tannes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 
cm C.Juby C. Bojador C. Blanc 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Bojador- TOTAL 







11 63.2 63.2 11 807 807 
12 11 .0 11 .0 12 181 181 
13 42.0 1.8 13.5 57.4 13 868 38 279 1185 
14 497.1 0.6 101 .0 598.7 14 12 729 16 2 587 15 332 
15 231.0 0.6 216.1 447.8 15 7 227 19 6 761 14 007 
16 21 .0 0.6 223.0 244.6 16 793 23 8 413 9 229 
17 0.8 97.7 98.5 17 36 4 400 4436 
18 44.3 44.3 18 2 357 2 357 
19 32.8 32.8 19 2 041 2 041 
20 5.9 54.1 60.0 20 427 3 915 4 342 
21 16.8 0.1 91.2 108.1 21 1 402 4 7 617 9 024 
22 29.2 1.4 122.4 153.0 22 2 789 138 11 713 14 640 
23 61 .0 13.5 151 .6 226.0 23 6 651 1 468 16 522 24 641 
24 43.8 27.3 154.9 226.0 24 5405 3 378 19 134 27 917 
25 5.1 4.5 104.5 114.2 25 716 625 14 561 15 902 
26 14.5 4.8 98.5 117.8 26 2 263 756 15 403 18 422 
27 4.9 4.8 175.7 185.4 27 851 839 30 694 32 385 
28 9.5 267.7 277.2 28 1 856 52 047 53 903 
29 1.0 5.3 142.2 148.5 29 207 1 153 30 672 32 032 
30 0.5 7.5 109.6 117.6 30 114 1 795 26 130 28 039 
31 11.8 2.6 45.2 59.7 31 3 110 687 11 877 15 674 
32 13.9 1.5 37.1 52.5 32 4 000 432 10 700 15 132 
33 9.9 0.8 28.0 38.7 33 3 115 244 8 856 12 215 
34 2.0 1.1 9.9 13.0 34 684 386 3 402 4 471 
35 4.0 0.7 9.0 13.7 35 1 489 259 3 400 5149 
36 0.3 1.5 1.8 36 141 613 754 
37 6.9 6.9 37 3 078 3 078 
38 38 
39 2.7 2.7 39 1 385 1 385 
40 0.1 0.1 40 32 32 
41 3.3 3.3 41 1 979 1 979 
42 3.2 3.2 42 2 055 2 055 
43 0.1 0.1 43 40 40 
44 0.3 0.3 44 213 213 
45 0.3 0.3 45 273 273 
46 0.3 0.3 46 243 243 
47 0.2 0.2 47 207 207 
48 0.1 0.1 48 55 55 
49 0.1 0.1 49 117 117 
50 0.1 0.1 50 62 62 
Total 1 016.0 163.8 2 349.3 3 529.1 Total 54 877 15 246 303 834 373 956 
Annex Il Records of fishing stations 
PROJECT STAT I ON: 1890 
DATE: 19/ S/03 GEAR TYPE: PT Ho: l POS IT ION: Lot N 3222 
W 9B start. stop duratlon l.onq 
TIME : 08:38:33 08:~7: 20 19 lzunl Purpo:se c ode : 
LOG :2 373.19 2314 . 3'7 1.18 Are."ll code : 1 
FDEPTH: 25 40 GearCond. c ode : 
8DEPTHi 139 153 Valid1ty c: ode : 
Towlng d 1r : 2950 Wue out: 150 m Speed: 35 kn•lO 
Sol"t a d: Kg Total catc:h: CATCfi/HOVR: 
SPECIES CATCH/ HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAMP 
we1qht number:!I 
N O C ATCH o. 00 
PROJ&CT STATION: 1981 
DATE: 19/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 2 POSI'i'JON: Lot ?l 3211 
:iito.rt 
TIME : 13 : 45:31 
LOG : 2419. 2!> 
FDEPTH: 20 
BDEPTH: 43 
otop durot ion 
13: 58:06 13 hun) 
2420 . 09 o. 83 
2~ 
46 
Tovin9 di.r : 1900 W1r e out: 
Purpo::te code: 
Area code 
GearCond. code : 
Val1dity code: 
9!i D S~ed: 40 kn• 10 
Long W 928 






9201. 69 214946 




PROJECT STAT I ON: 1892 
DATE: 19/ !i / 03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 1 POSITION: Lat N 320!1 
:ttar t :stop durat.lon Lonq w 94!. 
TIME : 1S : 28 : S3 18:4!.:16 16 (1111n) Purpo:se c ode : 
LOG : 24159.46 2460.!it l.OJ Ar e a code 
FDEPTH: 25 20 Gea.rCond . code: 
BDEPTH: 62 85 Valldity code : 
To v ing d ir : 2900 Wire out: 100 m Speed: 35 tn•lO 
sorted: 38 K9 
SPECIES 
Sard 1rus pi lchcudu:i 
Scol:ll:>er ::iaponicu:s 
Total 
Total catch: 3T1 . 97 CATCH/HOUR: 1411. 39 
CATCH/HOUR ' or TO'T . c SAMP 











PROJECT STATION: 1883 
DATE: 19/ !i / 03 GEAR. TYPE : PT No: 3 POSITION: La.t N 3156 
:st.ar t 
TIME : 23 : 24 : 33 
LOG :2!103. 45 
FDEPTH: 10 
BDEPTH: 39 







stop durat l on 
23: 4 0: JO 16 (mlnl 
2504 . 41 0 . 96 
10 
4 2 
Wir e out : 
Total eat c-h : 
Purpo l'Se c ade : 
Area c:ode 
Gearcond. cod1:1 : 
Validny code: 
80 tri Speed: 36 
Long W 949 
511 . 73 CATCH/HOUR: 1 918 , 99 
CATCH/HOUR 
v eJ.qht nur:ib e r:i 
1800 . 00 55913 
109 . 69 956 
6 . 00 4 
3.00 
1919 . 69 
\OFTOT. C 
93 . 80 
5 . 12 
o. 31 





PROJE.C'r STAT ION: 1884 
DATE : 20/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT N'o: 1 POSITlON: Lat N' 3139 
start :ttop durat ion 
TIME :05 : 03 :41 05:)4 :00 JO (JIUn) 
LOG :255S.35 25S7 . 30 l.94 
FDEPTH: 20 20 
BDEPTH: 37 39 
To w1ng d1r : 3450 WJ.re out : 
Sor t ed: 39 K9 Total eatehi 
SPECIES 
T r achuru.a trachurus 
Sard1n.ø pilchardu:t 
Engraul1:s encraei.colus 
T r ach u.ru:i tro.churuo, juve n1le o 
Lepidopu:i cou.doitu:t 
Oiplodu:t vulg-oru 
C RP. 5 S 
Scotllbør .ocombruo 




Looq W 941 
Purpose code: 
Area eode 
Gearcond . code : 
Valid ity cod~ : 
80 m Speed: 40 lm•10 
38.89 CATCH/HOUR : 
CATCH/ HOUR 
v.oi.ght 










0 . 06 
77. 78 












\ OE' TOT. C 
37 . 67 
26. 10 
20. 78 
5 . 22 
3 . 09 












PR.OJ.EC'l' STATION: 188!1 





10:48:58 14 (mi n.) 
2604 . n o.n 
P"DEPTH: 140 137 
BDEPTH: 140 137 
Tow1ng dlr : l 90ø Wue out: 
Sort.ed: 62 Kq 
SPECIES 
TrachuYUS p1cturatu:1 
Dentox: m.ar occanu!I 










Anthia:s anth ia:s 
Hullu:s :suraulet\13 
Zeu:s taber 
Il lex co1odeti1 
Total 
To tal catch: 
Long W 1011 
Purpooe eode : 
Area eode 
G• o rCond . eode : 
Valid1ty code: 
400 =. Speed: 34 
62 . 00 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATCH/HOIJR \ OF TOT . C 
wei9ht nwnbor:t 
11 . 40 154 
35.27 176 
21. 43 107 
20. 51 9 
19 . 30 1491 
16. 50 64 
14. 51 17 
14. 23 1011 
11. 27 107 
10. 50 34 
10. 29 39 
1. 93 11 
7.63 364 
2. 91 9 
2.01 g 
0. 90 34 
265 .11 
26 . 87 
13 . 21 
8 . 07 
7 . 14. 
6 . 89 
6 . 21 
5 . 48 
!i . 36 
4. 24 
3 . 95 
3 . 81 
2 . 98 
2 . 87 
1.10 
0.16 
0 . 34 
100.00 
265 , 71 
SAMP 
PRO.JECT STATION: 1896 
DATE: 20/ !i/03 GEAR TYPE: PT no: 2 POSITl ON: Lat N 3119 
:it.art :stop ducation Long W 958 
TIME : 15 : 11:41 15 : 33: 29 22 (1anl Purpost code : 
LOG :2642.74 2644 . 16 1.41 Area code : l 
FDEPTH: 2 5 2 5 Gea.rcond. code: 
BDEPTH: 89 96 Va.lidi.ty code : 
Toving du: 1800 Wi r e out : 1 20 m Speod: 40 kn • lO 
Sorted: 36 Kg Total c-atch: 474. 24 CATCH/HOUR: 1293. 38 
SPtCIES 
Sa.rdina p1lchordu:t 
Engraul.t:i enc r oeiicoluei 
Scombt1r japonicu:i 
Toto.! 
CATCH/HOUR ' or TOT. c 
weight num.bero 
1269 . 2? 42 158 
14 . 18 815 








PROJECT STATION: 1887 
DATE: 20/ S/03 GEAA TYPE: PT Ne: 3 POSITION: Lat N 3058 
::start ::itop duro.t1on 
TIME : 22 : 21 : 46 22 : 51 : 10 29 la.in) 
LOG : 2708. 02 2709. 14 1.11 
FDEPTH: 10 10 





Long W 9!18 
Tov.ing di.r : 900 Wire out: 100 c:a Speed: 3!J; tn•10 
Sor t e d : 31 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sa.rd:in.a p Llchø.rdu::s 
Enqra.ul:i.:s e ncra:sicolu:s 
Li!pidopu:s ca.udAtu!I' 
Tra.churu:i tra.churu:i 
Ka rlucciu:t m.e rlucc1uei 
C R A B S 
1\lloteuth1~ l'Subulata 
Total 
Total catch: 219. 99 CATCK/HOUR: 
CATCH/H01JR 
weight nwaber:s 
4 89. 52 11199 
26. 79 1666 
22 . 76 17 
17.90 33 
10.12 58 
7 . 97 631 
3. 62 954 
519. 28 
\ OF TOT. C 
84. 51 
4. 62 











PJloJECT STATlON: 1988 
DATE : 21/ 5 / 03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 2 POSlTlON: Lat N 3025 
start 




:stop dura ti on 




Purpo:te cod e : l 
Area c:ode : 1 
Gear Cond. ccde : 
Volidity code: 
Lonq W 947 
Toving dir : 1100 Wir e out: 220 m Speed: 40 kn•lO 
Sorte d: 49 K9 
SPECIES 
Sard1na pilehardu!' 




Total c a tch: 284 . 35 CATCH/HOUR: 1131 . 40 












50 . 79 
43 . 89 
3. 25 





PROJECT STATlON": 1889 
DATE:21/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT Ne: 2 POSITION: La t N 3024 
start stop durat1.on 
T IME : 16: 06: 3 3 16: 36 : 28 30 Ciunl 
LOG : 2851,98 2853 . 71 1.12 
FDEPTH~ 225 250 
BDEPTH: 4 50 456 
Toving d:i.r : 1900 W1r e out: 






Long W 1007 
Pu rpo:te code : 
Area codø 
Gt a rCo nd. code: 
vall.d ity code: 
800 za Speed: 40 kn•to 
7 . 80 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATC"H/ HOUR 
v eight mm.ber:i 
8.00 6720 
6 . 00 2 
l. 60 2 
\.OFTOT . C 
51 . 2:9 
38 . 46 
10 . 2:6 
15. 60 
SAMP 
Total ~ 100. 00 
PROJECT STAT10N: l890 
DATE : 22/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No : l POSITION: Lat N 2950 
:stort stop duratJ.on 
TIME : 02 : 26:52 02: 36:41 10 (ID.ln) 
LOG : 29H . 78 2952.44 0 . 65 
FOEPTH: l 5 12 
8DEPTH: ~6 62 
Tovi.n9 dir: 340o W1r e out: 
Sorted: 
SPECJES 
Sard1na pl lch.oTdu:s 
Sco:be r 1apon1cu:s 
En9raul1s e ncra:s1colu:r 
Le p idop uzs caudo.tu:s 
Total 
total catch: 
Lon9 W 954 
Pur pose cod e : 1 
Area code : l 
GearCond. code: 
Valldi.ty codQ: 
80 m Sp eed: 40 kn ' 10 
22 . 40 CATCH/HOUR.: 134. 40 





9 . 4 6 






62 . 12 
21. 56 
8 . 53 





PROJlCT STATION: 1 891 
DATE: 22/ 5 / 03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 7 POSIT ION: Lot N 2916 
:stcu;t 
TIME :20:36:19 
LOG :3114 . 31 
stop duro.t1on 
20: 51 : 54 1 6 Un.J.n) 





To1J1nQ dir: 400 Wire out : 
So r ted: 27 K.9 
SPECH.:S 
S a rdJ.na p1lcha.rdu3 
En9raul l::! e ncros1colu:i: 
C P. A B S 
H e r luce1u:s sene gal• n!ll:J 
Ca:pogra1UU gloyco:r 




Long W 1020 
Purpo:se c o d e : 
Ar eo code 
GearCond. code : 
V41J.dlty c ode : 
80 ln Speed: 35 kn• 10 


















\ o r TOT. c 
60. 48 
28.15 









PROJECT STAT ION: 1892 
DATE: 23/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 1 POSITION: Lat N 2910 
:start :stop durat1 on 
TIME : 01 : 06: 08 01:19:23 12 lm.J..h) 
LOG :3154.00 3154.92 0 . 91 
FDEPTH: 12 12 
BDEPTH: 66 64 
Tow1n9 d1r: llOo Wir e out : 
Sortad : 35 Kg 
SPEC!ES 
Sardtn.a pi_ lchardua 








Voll.di ty code : 
Lonq W 1039 
80 m. Speed: 44 kn~lO 
12 . i7 CA'l'CH/HOUR: 36) . 95 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SPJiP 
v e19ht 










74 . 89 
22 .10 
2. 65 




PROJEC 'l' StATION: 1893 
DATE: 23/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No : Z POSITIOH: Lat N 2901 
:start :stop durot i.on 
TIKE :03:45 : 56 03:59: 53 H ( run) 
1..0G : 3173 . 09 3174 . 15 1.06 
FDEPTH: 12 12 
BDEPTH: 5 6 5 9 
TovJ..ng dir: 3550 W1r e- o ut: 
SPEC I ES 
En9roul1.:1 e ncros1colus 
Sord1na p 1 lchtlrdu!:ll 
Lepi.dopu:s caudotus 
Merlucc1u:r m.e rlucciu:s 
Tota l 
Total cotch: 
Purpo:sa code : 
Area c ode 
GeorCor:d. cod e : 
Va hd1t y code : 
Lonq W 1041 
80 m. Speed: 4 5 kn•10 
200. 45 CATCH/HOUR: 8~9 . 07 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAHP 
we1qht 
!>14 . 29 
318. 86 
14 . 36 
11 . 57 
859. 08 












PROJECT STA.TJON': 1894 
OATE: 23/ 5 / 03 GEAA TYPE: BT No: 2 POSITION: Lat N 2909 
stort stop dur a t lon 
TIME :l6::z6 : 58 16 : 36 : 39 10 (tiun) 
LOG : 3287 . 7, 3288. 24 0 . 50 
FDEPTH: 1 36 12 6 
.BDEPTK: 136 126 
Purpo:se code: 
Ar l!'a code 
GttarCond. code : 
Va l 1d1 ty code: 
Lonq W 1127 
T ow1 n 9 du~: 2 lOo Wue out: 400 :i. Sp~ed : 30 kn• 10 
Sor t e d: 18 Kg 
SPtCIES 
Anth10D o ntb1os 
Zeu~ fabe r 
Dan t e x m.sroC"canU:) 
Oentex m.scrophtholDUZS 
Trochuruzs tro.churu:r 
P e r i:stedion cataphractwa 
Scombe r )aponi.eus 
Cor is ]ull:r 
Total 
Total CAlC'h: 61. 95 CATCH/HOUR: 




6 . 00 
'1 . 86 















l . 43 




0 . 2) 
0 .1 6 
PROJECT STAT ION: 1895 
DATE: 24 / 5/0) GEAA TYPE: PT No: 1 POSITION: Lat N 2914 
:s tart 
TIME : 01 :41:04 
lStop du ra t i.on 
LOG : 3364. 98 
01 :41:2'1 21 (m.i.n) 




Sorte d : 35 Kq 
SPECIES 
S combe r ] a pon1CU:.'I 
Sard1 n.o. p ilehorduo 
Engraul1:s e n c ros1eolu:s 





670 wi re out : 
Total catch: 
Long w 1046 
PUrpo:se c od e : 1 
Ar ea. C"ode l • 
GearCond. code: 
Valid1ty eode: 
8 0 m. Speed: 45 kn• 10 
241 . 34 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATCH/HOUR 





2 . 44 







\ OF TOT. C 
60 . 4 2 
23 . 32 
15 . 23 
o. 59 
o. 4 4 
100.00 





PROJECT' STATION: 1896 
DATE: 24/ 5 / 03 GEAR TY PE : PT' No: l POSITION: Lat N 2856 
:start stop durat1on Long W 1111 
TlKE : 09: 25 : 58 09: 54 : 00 28 (a1n) Purpo:re codo: 
LOG : 3436. 2 1 3'131 . 86 1.63 Areo code : 
FDEPTH: 30 30 Ge o.rCond. code: 
&Dl:PTH: 9 1 92 Vahcllty code: 
Tov ing dir: 40ø Wire out: 120 • Speed: 35 tn• 10 





Toto l catch: 0.07 CATCH/HOUR: O . lS 
CATCH/HOUR \ or TOT. c SAHP 
wu qht numbe u1 
0 . 1 1 9 73.33 
0 . 0 4 " 26. 67 
0 . 15 
PROJECT STAT ION: 1897 
DATE:24/ 5/03 GEAA TYPE: PT No: 2 POSITION: Lot N 2839 
:s t a rt 
TlME : 14 : 25 : 24 
LOG :341S . 57 
fDEPTH: 1 5 
BDIPTH: 50 
:stop duration 
14 : 41:29 16 (min) 
3479. 61 l. 03 
20 
46 
Towing d i_ r : 2140 W.u e out : 
Sor t e d: 36 Kg Tota l c a tch: 
SPECIES 
Sard iru! pi.lch.4rdu:s 
Purp ozs• code : 
Ar a a cod e 1 
GeorCond. c ode: 
Volid1 ty code: 
85 a Sp eed: '15 
L.on9 W 1 119 
k.n•lO 
900 . 00 CATCH/HOUR: 3375 . 00 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT . C SAMP 
v e i9ht nwn.be rs 
3315 . 00 101719 100.00 3 1 66 
3315 . 00 
PROJECT STATION: 1898 
DATE: 24/ 5/03 GEAR 'l'YPE: PT No: l POS ITION: Lat N 2824 
:!!tort. :stop duration 
TIME :20: 59:33 21:1]: 2 4 14 C•in) 
LOO : 3536. 57 3531 . 42 O. 85 
FDEPTH: 10 10 
BDEPTH: 45 45 
Towinq dir: 3400 Wi.ro out : 




SC'ombe r ) aponicu" 
Me clucc1u" 3enel}dle n:s i:s 
Po9ellus acarne 
Enqrauli:t e ncras1colu3 
Allo t e uthi3 :subulota 
C RA B S 
Diplodus b e llott:ti 
Pa.gellu" b e llottl.l 
trach1nu" dro.c o 
.Scolflbe r :scombru~ 
Totol 
Purposa code : 
Ar a o code 
GeorCond. code : 
Voll.di. ty code : 
95 • Spee d : 35 
Long w 1134 
lm•lO 
165 . 50 CATCH/HOUR: 109 . 29 
CA'!'CH/HOUR \ O!' TOT. C 
v u ght 
519 . 6 4 
H . 36 
28 . 71 
28 . 07 
22 . 07 
18 . 00 
10. 07 
1 . 93 
6. 86 
















73 . 26 
s . 37 
4 . 05 
3. 96 
3.11 
2 . H 
1. 42 
1.12 
0 . 97 
o. 12 
o. 30 






PROJECT STATI ON: 1899 
DATE: 25/ ~/03 GEAA TYPE: PT No: l POSITION:lAt N' 2827 
:st.a..rt :stop durat1on 
TIME : 00: 27 : 51 00: 51: 43 30 (1Unl 
LOG : 3564 . 13 3 566. 13 1.97 
FDEPTH: 15 20 
BDIPTH: 5 3 54 
Toving dir: 3500 Wi.r• out : 
Sorted: Kg 
SPEC IE.S 
C R A B S 




Lonq w 1H5 
Purpo:se code : 
Are a code 
GearCond. code: 
Validlty code : 
80 • Speed: 40 Jc.n• 10 
0. 76 CA'l'CH/HOUR: 










60 . 53 
21. 05 
18 . 42 
1. 52 
SAMP 
PROJECT STATIDN: 1900 
OATE : Z5 / 5/03 GEAR TYP!:: PT No: 2 POSITIOtl: Lat N 29~8 
:itar t stop dun,tl.on Long W 1207 
TIHE ;13 : 57 : 01 14 :27 : 13 30 (min) 
LOG :3685 . 26 3686 . 96 1. 67 
FDEPTH: '1 5 50 
BDEPTH: 196 119 
fowi.nq diT : 1700 W1 r e out : 




Purpo1H code : 
Are a. code 
GeorCond . code: 
Va l.1.dity code : 
200 111. Speed: 35 kn•lO 
ll. 70 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 
we l.9ht nWll:>er:s 




23 . 40 
SAHP 
3 110 
PROJECT .STAT ION: 1901 
DATE ; 25/ 5 /03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 1 POSIT ION: Lo.t N 2919 
3ta.rt stop dura.ti.an Lon9 w llS.B 
TIH.E :21:15:48 21 :10:40 15 (mini Purpo:r• code: 
LOG :3149. 70 3750. 70 0 . 99 Areo code 
FDE PTH: 1 5 1 5 Ge arCond. code: 
BDEPTH: 48 47 Va l.idlty code: 
Towing dir: 1800 Wue out: 100 m Sp eed: 40 lm"10 
Sorted : H Kg 
SPEClES 
.sardina pi. lchtlrdu:s 
En9r oull.:t e ncro :ricolu" 
Scombe t' )GponiculS 
Me rlucc1us "ene9alens l." 
C RA B S 
Be lene b e lone gracili :. 
Total 
Totol c o teh: 81. 38 CA TCH/ HOUR: 
CATCH/HOOR 
v ei9ht nw:riber.s 
296.40 5704 
17 . 0 4 1264 
9 . 68 112 
1.12 8 
1.04 112 
o . 24 8 
325 . S2 
\ OF TOT. C 
91. os 











Pl\OJECT STATION: 1902 
DA1'E: 26 / 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 2 POS I T ION: L4t N 2821 
:Jta rt 




at op durat ion 
05 : 41 : 31 30 lcunl 
3821. 6~ 2 . 22 
2~ 
54 
Tov 1n9 dir: 161• Wi.re out : 




Lonq W 1219 
Purpo~e c ode : 
Area cod e : 1 
GearCond . code: 
vahdity code: 
90 m Speed: 4'!1 l:n• 10 
4. 0!.I CATCH/HOUR: 9 . 10 
CATCH/HOtJR \ OF TOT. C SAHP 
v e ight nw:iber:s 
B.10 20 100. 00 
9.10 100.00 
PROJ&C'r STAT ION: 1903 
DATE : 26 / 5 /03 GEAR TYPE: BT No : 9 POSITIDN: 1..4t N 2801 
slatt t1top durat1on Long W 1218 
TIME : OS: 54 : ~9 09 :08 :'1 5 1'1 (m1n) 
LOG : 3 &41. 0 2 3647 .1 S 0.11 
FDEPTH: 39 39 
8DEPTH: 39 39 
Toving d 1 r : 1 50 W1r t:" out : 
Sor t e d: 37 Kq 
SPICIES 
Sard1na p1lchardu:s 
Me rluccl.U3' :1ene 9al e n-=i1:1 
Eng r.aull.:I enc r a:Jl.colus 
scoizbe r )apon.1.cuo 
Sol~a vulga r .is 
Al loteuth1s subu lata 
T r1:1opte r u:1 luocu:s 
Loll.go VUl<)GrJ.tl 
Letiueur1qob1us :1an%01 
Spondyliosoma conth.ar us 
Tr achuru:i traehuruti 
U=br1na ca.narl. e n oi.s 
Tota.l 
Tota l ct11tch : 
Purpo:ie code: 
Ar ea eode 
Gea r C'o nd. c od c : 
Val1dity c od e : 
150 i:a. Speed : 30 kn• lQ 
112 . 66 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATCH/HOUR 
we 1ght 
2.q g _ 56 
130. !.IO 
90. 64 








0 . 13 













\ OF TOT. C 
51. 69 
27 . 03 
18.17 
1. 55 
0 . '10 
0 . 16 
0 . 13 
0 . ll 
o . o~ 
0 . 05 
0 . 03 
0 . 03 




PROJECT STAT ION: 1904 
OA!'f: : 26/ 5/03 GE'AR TYPE: PT t~o : 2 POSITION: Lat ?l 2808 
start stop durat1on 
TIME :1$:43 : 3!1 1~ : 58 : 1 0 15 Oi:nn) 
LOG : 3901. 1'1 3908 . 11 O. 91 
FDEPTH: 2!1 25 
BDEPTH: 5 3 52 
Tov1ng d1r : lt14o W1r e out : 
l'\l r po:se c ode : 
Ar ea. code 
GearCond. code : 
Leng W 1231 
Valldity code : 
120 li!. Speed: 40 kn•to 
Sorted: 34 l<q Total e atC'h : 14 62 . 00 CATCH/HOUR: 5848. 00 
SPECIES CATC'H/HOUR ' or TOT. c S:AAP 
v e1qht nw:ili er:s 
Scol!lbe r )aponu:uu 5848. 00 59684 100.00 3116 
'i'otal ~ 100.00 
PROJEC1' STA'?ION: 190!1 
OA'fE: 21/ !1103 GEAR TYP&: PT No: 1 POSI'l'IOU: Lat N 21'!11 
:star t stop durat1on 
TIKE : 21:51 : 29 22:05:11 14 (Jun) 
LOG :'1119. 29 '1180 . 06 1.09 
fDEPTH: 15 15 
BDEPTH: 38 3'!1 
To wi nq du: 3050 Wire out: 
Sort•d: 29 KQ' Total catch: 
Purpo:se code: l 
Ar e a code : 2 
GearCond. code: 
Valtdny code: 
85 ~ Spe e d : 33 kn • lO 
Lon q W 1259 
61 . 32 CATCli/HOUR: 262. 80 
SPEC I ES CATCH/ HOIJR \ or TOT . c SA.HP 
Sardll'\d p1 l ch4rdut1 
He rlucc1u:1 :Je n e qale n:sia 
Scomber ~apom.cuo 
Enqraulur e n cr401coluc 



























PROJECT S TAT ION: 1906 
DATE: 28/ 5 / 03 GEAA TYPE: PT No ; 5 POSITION: lAt N 2751 
:start :ttop dur at1on Lonq W 1309 
TIME : 02 : 12 : 19 O:Z:'l3 : 59 32 (lun) Purpo:se cod e : 1 
LOG : 4211 . 60 4219 . 14 2.11 Ar e a code : 2 
FDEPTH: 10 10 GearCond. eode : 
BDEPTH: .q9 56 Valldi t y code : 
Tov1n9 dir: 3230 Wu e out: 150 m Spi!@d: 40 kn4 10 
Sorte d: 36 K.9 Total c4.tch: 3'!1 . 96 CATCH/HOUR: 67 .4) 
SPECU:S CATCH/HOlJR \ OF TOT. C SAHP 
En9raul l:J e ncra:sl..colu:J. 
Sardlna pl lehardu:J 
Il l e x col.ndet 11 
'fotal 
v e1qht 












PROJECT S TATION: 1901 
DATE: 28/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: : PT No : l POSITION: Lot N 21'12 
start stop duratio n Lon9 W 131 6 
TIML : 06 : 4S : 40 07: 04 : 28 16 lnun J Purpos e c od e : 
LOG :~2H . 36 4251. 31 0 . 94 Area code 
fD&PTH: 20 20 Ge" r Cond . c od e : 
BDEPTli: 42 41 Validity code : 
Tow1ng d 1r: 200 Wir e o ut: 110 m Speed: 35 kn• lO 
Ser ted : ~ Kg 
SPECIES 
Sard1na pilchardu:i 
ScoJChe r )apon1eu:s 
Total 
Tota l catch: s . 59 CATCH/ HOUR: 
CATCH/HOUR 







l OF TOT. C 
69 . 94 
30 . 06 
100. 00 




PROJECT STAT ION: 1908 
DATE: 28/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: BT No: 9 POSITlON: IA.t N 2742 
:1tart :1top durot i.on 
ruæ : 08:13 : 1 !.I 08 :41: 32 29 f•1n} 
LOG : 4262 . 19 4263.86 1.66 
FDIPTH: 42 43 
BDEPTH : 42 '13 
Tovl.ng di.r: 250 Wire out: 
Sort~d: 24 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sard1 no p1lchar-du:1 
Oe t opu:s vulgar l.!5 
Pa9ellu:i: 4C4rne 
SpondylJ.o:soma. canthoru:J: 
Alloteuthi~ :1ubula t a 
Pagru:s _p4gn.1:s 
Atip1tr i q l a ob:Jcura 
Tota l catch: 
Se pia ofhc1n.ali t1- b i.e r reddo 
'fr-aehuru:s t.rachu ru:s 
Me r luceiu!J :se n e i:rolen:s i:s 
Scom.b&r joponicus 






Ge orCond. code : 
Vahd i ty cod e : 
Lcnq w 131 6 
35 • Speed: 160 Jr.:n• 10 
2'1 . 69 CATCH/HOUR: 52 . 91 
CATCH/HOVR \ OF TOT. C SAMP 
v eight 
35 . 68 
s . 46 
3 . 19 
3 . 28 
1 . 31 







0 . 09 
o. 04 


















7 . 16 
6 . zo 





0 . 51 
o. 57 
0 . 40 
0 . 11 
0 . os 
---roo.ao 
3182 
PROJECT STA'l'lON: 1909 
DATE: 'l8/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: l POSITJON: Lat N 2731 
ti t a rt 
TIHE : 1 2 : 39: 18 
LOG : 4301. 38 
FDEPTH: lS 
BDEPTH: 0 
:stop d ura ti on 
1 3 : 09 : 15 30 la.in) 
4303. so 2 . 10 
30 
60 
T ovinq d1r : 2 730 Wir e out: 




Scombe r Japon1cu:s 
'fotal 
Lon.9 W 1 321 
Purpoti e code : 
Areo cod e : 2 
GearCond. c:ode : 
Val1d.ity cod e: 
150 a Speed: 40 kn• lO 
3~ . 18 CATCH/HOUJt: 71. 56 
CATCH/HOVR \ OY 1'0T. C SAHP 
v e i9ht 













PROJ!CT S TAT I ON: 1910 
DATE: 28 / !.1/03 GEAR TY PE: PT No: 2 POSITION: Lat N Z119 
?itart l"l top durotJ. on 
TIH.E : 17: 56 : )0 1B: 23: 20 21 (llll.1\) 
LOG : 4348 . 76 4350. 43 1.66 
FDEP'fH: 4 5 35 
BDEPTH: 103 282 
Toving dl.r: 2970 Wire out: 
Sor t e d : To t al c:ateh: 
S PECIES 
Seol!lbe r :)aponl.cU:J: 
Total 
Long W 1339 
Pur potie cod e : 
Area code 
Ge a rCond . codo : 
Vall.d ity code: 
165 m Speed : 35 ):r.• 10 
o. 27 CATCH/HOlTR: o. 60 
CATCH/HOVR \ OF TOT. C SAMP 
ve19ht nU&ber~ 
0. 60 29 100. 00 
o. 60 
PROJEC't' STATIOlt: l9 l 1 
DATE:29/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: l POSlTION: Lat N 2711 
:stort :stop dur4tlon Long W 1331 
TIME : 21 : 41 : 56 22:06:42 25 (a1n) Purpo:H code: 
LOG : 4379.36 4 380.80 l.U Ar e a code 
FDEPTli: 10 10 GearCond. eode: 
BDEPTH: 7 3 12 Va.Ud1ty codo: 
Tov 1nq dlC : 2150 Wir e out : 100 Ill Speed: 35 kn• 10 
Sorted: 36 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sardirur. pilcho.rdu!ll 
Scoru>e r japoni.cu:i 
Total 
Tota l catch: 114 . 20 CATCH/HOUR: 1114 . 08 
CA'J'CH/HOUR \ OF TOT . C SP.HP 
v e19ht 
noe . eo 
5 . 28 









PROJECT STATION: 1912 
DATE: 29/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 1 POSITION:L.a t N 2649 
:star t :stop du r o t ion 
'i'IKE : 09 : 23: 23 1 0 : 03: 03 40 (111.1n) 
LOG : 4481. 38 4490. 10 :Z. 10 
fD.EPTH : 10 10 
BDEPTH: 28 21 
T ovi ng dir: 25e Wir e out : 
Sorted: 35 Kq 
SPECIES 
Sard11\4 p1lchordut1 
En9raul1:s e ner a.:tieo l u:J 
Scomber )aponicu:J 
Trieh iurus l epturu:s 
1rachuru:s trachuru:s 
Sphyr-a e na :sphy rae r.a 
Sc:oJ!lber tico=l>ru:s 
Sard1nella aur i t a 
Total 




Valld jty code : 
Lonq W 1333 
100 r:a Speed: 40 )tn•l O 
1501 . 98 CATCH/HOUJt : 2261. 9"1 
CATCH/HOVP. 
v ei9ht nuabar:i 
2235. 00 23357 
lS . 00 3000 
1 . 08 21 
1. 88 ~ 
1. 22 8 
l. 01 3 
o. ~o 2 
o. 30 2 





0 . 05 







PROJ ECT S TAT ION: 1913 
DATE: 2 9/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: l POSITION:Lat tl 2 6 37 
:t.top dur at ion :- tort 
TIME : 17 :13 : 23 
LOG ; 4556 . 56 
17 : 36: 28 23 tm.in) 





Toving d i r: l lOø Wire out : 
Sorted: 32 K9 
SPECIES 
Sard1nella a u r1ta 
ScoJlber ) apo n.i cu:s 






Volid1ty code : 
100 m Speed: 40 
Long W 1356 
106.10 CATCH/ HOUR: 216. 78 
CATCH/HOUR 
v eight num.ber!) 
251. 61 673 
19. 96 76 
5 . 22 10 
216. 19 
\ OP' TOT. C 
90 . 91 







PROJECT S 'l'ATlON': 1914 
DATE : 30/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: l POS ITION: Lat N 2610 
:start :stop duro.t ion Long- w 1438 
TIME : 09:34 : 00 09 : 52 : 29 18 t1un) Purpo:i:e code: 
LOG : '4105 . 01 4706. 25 1. lS Ar~A cod e 
FDEPTH: :i 5 Ge arCond. code : 
BDEPfH: 61 86 Vahd1 t y code: 
Tov1nq du: 29~o Wue out: 100 a Speed: 35 knqQ 
Sorted: Kq Toto.! catch: 0 .11 CATCH/HOUR: 0. 37 
SPECIES CATCH/HOUR \ OT TOT. C SAHP 
v eiqht nu=.ber:s 
S co%:1be r )llpon1cwi: 0 . 37 3 100,00 
Total 0 . 37 100.00 
PROJECT STATION: 1915 
DATE: 30/ S/03 GEAR TYPE : PT No : l POSITION':La.t N 2602 
:.tor t is t op durauon Long W 1438 
T I ME : 11 : 59: 51 12 : 13 : 22 14 (:un> Purpo:s; e code : 
LOG :4722 . 64 4723 .45 O. BO Are a c ode 
FDEPTH: 10 15 Ge arCo nd. code : 
BDEPTH: 51 ~8 Va l1d1ty cod e : 
Tov1n9 du: 1550 Wu e out : 100 m Speed: 40 Xn"lO 
Sorted: 35 Kq Total c~tch: 1857 . 65 CATCH/ HOUR : 1961. 36 
SPECIES 
Sard ui.o. p1 lchardwr 
'Total 
CATCH/HOUR 
v e 1qht nutlb e rc 
1961. 3G G49i3 
7961 . 36 




PROJEC! S1'A1'10H: 1916 
DATE: 30/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: PT Ho: 2 POS IT ION: Lot. U 2559 
:stort :s;top d urat 1on 
TIME : 14:14:07 14:37 :4 6 2 4 l!nn> 
LOG :4140 . 95 4742 . 49 1.55 
FOEPTH: 25 35 
BOEPTH: 83 70 
Ta1.11nq dir: 11 20 W1r • out: 
Sort od: 33 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sa.rdina. pilch4rdu::i 
Sco?:lbo r Japoni.cu::i 
Total 
'l'otal cateh: 
Pur-po:ie cod e : 
Are a c ode 
GearCond. code : 
ValldLty code : 
Lon9 w 1'4'13 
200 til Sp eed : 40 kn• 10 
8 30 . 00 CATCH/ HOUR : 2075 . 00 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TO'l'. C SAMP 
we 1ght 
187S . OO 
200. 00 
2075 . 00 








PROJEC'T STAT ION': 1911 
DATE: 30/ 5/03 GEAR TYPE: 8'1 tlo: 9 FOS IT ION: Lat N 2601 
:i tart ::itop durat 1on 
T ita; :17:36:11 18:06 : 30 30 t•1n) 
LOG : 4771. 05 4112 . 76 1. 10 
FDE PTH: 208 218 
BDEPTH: 208 218 
Tov1n9 d1r: 40o Wire out: 
Sort ed: 30 Kg 
SPECIES 
Le pidopu:s caudatu:s 
Dente x ma.crophthalc.u:s 
Tr a churuø trachuruo 
Dent. e x maroccanua 
Ze u:r fa.ber 
Mørlucciu:r me r lucci.u:r 
Sphoe ro i d ats pa.chy9aoter 
PoC}ellu:s acarn a 
TrAc hu ru:s p 1cturatu ::i 
Scombe r JO.pon1c u::i 
Do.:syat l:S po:st l OOCO 
Mull u:s :surX1u letu::i 
Ill ex c:o1nde t11 
Zenops1o conch i. f e r 
Hacrorho.mph oøuo :rcolopax 
Total 
Toto.l catch: 
Purpo :se code : 
Are a code 
Crio. rCor.d.code : 
Vo. lld1t.y code: 
Long W 150S 
600 a Speed: 34 >tn• 10 
524 . 96 CATCH/ HOUR: 1049, 92 
CATCH/HOUR \ OE'TOT. C SAKP 
v e 1qht 
.il70, 40 
239. 00 
172 . 40 
52 . 50 
33. 20 


























414 . eo 
22. 7~ 
1 6 . 42 
5 . 00 
3 . 16 
2. 23 
1. 91 
0 . 96 
0 . 81 
o. 68 
o. 42 
0 . 28 
0 . 21 





PROJECT S TA1' ION: 1918 
DATE : 31/ 5/03 GEAR. TYPE: BT No: 9 POS I TJON: l.o.t N' 25412 
:stort Dtop durot1on 
TIME : 01:12 : 11 01 :40 : 17 2 8 (:un l 
LOG : 4840 . 00 484) . 47 l.46 
f'DEPTH : 94 93 
BOEPTH: 941 93 
tov1n9 dir : 1210 Wir e out : 
Sort ed: 28 Kg 
SPEC I ES 
Trachuruo trachurus 
Po.9e lluo b e llott.u 
A:ipi tr J.qlit ob:sC:Ul'A 
Ze uø fabe r 
P<"l9e lluo e rythrinu::i 
Ophl.dion b 4rbo.tum 
Umhrino cirro:sa 
Mulluo barbatu:s; 
Spondyl io:s;oiMt cøntho.ru:s 
Oicologogloooo cun e ota 
Ille x co i ndat.11 
Eche l us =yru:s 
Macrorham.photi.uø !!llC:Olopax 
Se piola rond e l o t 1 
Scolrlbe r Japon1 cu!J 
Total 
Totcal ca t c h: 
Long W 1458 
Pul:po:re codl! : 1 
Area eod e : 2 
Gear Cond. code : 
Va li dl. ty code : 
300 i:i. speed : 30 kn"lO 
21. 9 3 CA"I'CH/HOUR: 5 9 . 8~ 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAMP 
1o1e iqht numbert1 
29 . 04 422 
9 . 62 641 
5 . 36 79 
3 . 39 2 





1. 0 9 15 
1. 01 30 
0 . 90 21 
o. 2 4 13 
O. Z 4 26 
o. 11 2 
59 . 88 
4B. 52 
16. 07 
8 . 96 
5 . 66 
5 . 45 
J . 19 






o. 4 0 





DATE: 4/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: BT No: 9 l'OSITIO?l: L4t N 2537 
:sta r t :stop dura ti on 
TI.HE : 09 : 32:-4 6 10 : 01 :28 29 C1un) 
LOG : 5111.18 5118 ,73 1.54 
FDEPTH: 93 91 
BDEPTH: 93 91 
Toving d1r : 3050 WJ.r e ou t: 
Sorte d: 88 Kq 
SPECIES 
Trachuru:s trachuru:s 
Laqoceph4lu:s laevJ.gat u' 




Spondyl io!l'Otllll cant horu:s 
Pa.ge lluo o.co.rne 
Scolrlber 10.ponic u o 
Total 
Tota l co. t ch: 




210 a. Speed: JJ 
Lon9 w 1512 
kn'lO 
81 . 85 CATCH/HOUR: 181 . 76 
CA'l'CK/HOU'R. 
vu9ht nuzribe r!!ll 
1'18. 91 2166 
20 . 57 17 
7 . 51 6 
l. 61 8 
l.10 21 
l.08 17 
0 . 43 2 
o. 39 2 
0.17 
181. 89 
\ OF TOT. C SAHP 
81 . 96 
u . 32 
4 . 16 







PROJECT S'?'ATION: 1920 
DATE: -4 / 6/03 GEAA TYPE: PT No: 4 POSITION: L4t N 2 532 
::it ar t :ttop dura ti o n 
TIME : 12: 08: 28 12 : 36; 57 28 [min ) 
LOG : 5194.SS 5196.26 1.68 
FDEPTH: 10 10 
BDEPTH: 86 88 
TowJ.n9 dir: 3000 Wir e out: 
Sorted: Total catch: 
S PECIES 
NO C AT C H 
Purpo:se cod e : 
Area c ode 
Geo.rCond . code: 
Vall.d 1ty cod41 : 
145 a speed: 35 
Long W 1502 
ltn*lO 
CATCH/HOOR: 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAKP 
weight nU&ber:s 
o. 00 
PROJECT STAT ION: 1921 
01\TE: 4/ G/03 GEAR TYPE: PT ?lo: 4 POSITION: La t U 2511 
:ttart 
TIME : 16:31: 52 
LOG : 5226 . 13 
FDEPTH: 10 
BDEPTH: 52 
!Jtop durot i.on 
17 : 00:48 29 (a.1n) 
5221. 69 1. 52 
10 
•4 
Toving d i r: 3580 Wi r e out: 
Sorte d: 36 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sardina pl. l cMrd U!! 
S cotti.ber jap onicu:) 
Tr1ch1uru:t l e pturu:t 
Total 
Total catch: 
Purpo:te cod e : 
Area. code 
GearCond. codo : 
Val l dlty eodo: 
150 m. Speed: 32 
Long W 145 1 
ltn" lO 
563 . 85 CATCH/HOUR: 1166 . S 9 
CATCH/H0\1R \ OF TOT. C 
'WUght num.beu" 
tl3S. 86 1 1793 
17 . 28 58 
13 . 45 6 
1166 . 59 







PROJE:CT STATI ON: 1922 
DATE: 4/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: l POSITJON: Lot N 2522 
:ttart :ttop dure. t i. on Long W 1503 
TIME : 19 : 10: 30 19: 42:40 32 (m i n) Pur po:se code: 1 
LOG : 5246 . 24 5248. 31 2 . 11 Area code : 2 
f DEPTH: 30 30 Gea rCond . cod o : 
BOEPTH: 66 65 Valldl.ty code: 
Tow1nq dir: ll5ø Wir e out: 125 a Speed: 39 kn•lO 
Sort~d: Kq Toto l c.otch: o. 37 CATCH/HOUR: o. 69 
SPECI ES CATCH/HOUR \ or TOT. c SAMP 
Sard1n.a pilchard..u!J 
Scombe r japon1eu::i: 
Total 
v •i 9ht 




55 . 07 
4 6 . 38 
PROJECT STATION' : 1923 
DATE: 5/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: BT No: 9 POSITION: L.st N 2518 
:st a rt 
TIME : 0 3: 47: 39 
LOG : 5330. 96 
~tap durat1on 
04: 11 : 0 9 30 (m i nt 
5332.63 1.65 
FDEP'l'H: 79 80 
BDEPTH: 79 BO 
ToW'ing dJ.r: 3000 Wire out : 
Sorte d: 85 Kg 
SPECIES 
Trac hur u:r trachurws 
Pagell u :1 acarne 
ScoSlbe r Jap o nicu' 
Poqellu:s bellottii 
Tr ich iuru::s leptu.ruo 
Spondyl io:iom.a c antha.ru::s 
TrachtnU!I drac o 
A:spi.t r iqla ob:scur o 
Poiaoda:s.y:r inci:s.u:s 
Me rlucciu:r a e rluce iu:t: 
De ntex 1ttt.crophtt-..alr:D.U:J 
Oct opU!t vul94-r l!I 
Zeu::s t a.ber 
De nte x lll.llroccanuo 
HLcrochlrU!I -::ip . 
Toto.l 
T otal c a tch: 
P\.lrpo~e code: 
1'\roa cod o 
Ge e.rCond. coda : 
Val 1d1 t y code : 
2!10 m Sp eed: 30 
Long w 1519 
kn'"'lO 







28 . 30 
1. 36 
7 . 14 
6 . 38 
3 . 08 
2 . 98 
2 . 52 





















\ Of' TOT. C SA.HP 
66 . 58 
14. 07 
6 . 5 6 
5 . 22 
3 . 58 
o. 93 
o. 90 











PROJECT STATION: 1924 
DATE: 5 / 6/03 GEAR. TYP&: PT No : 6 POS ITION: La t N 2501 
s t a rt 
TIME : 07: 30 : 0'4 
LOG : S 361. 21 
FDEPTH: 10 
BDEPTH: 40 
:.top dura t i on 
07:4b32 11 (111.1n ) 
5361.89 O. G7 
10 
43 
Purp o.ø e code: 1 
Areo code : 2 
Gear C'ond . cod o : 
Valld1 t y code : 
Lon g W 1451 
Taw1 n g dir : ~OOo Wu w out : 145 111. Speed: 36 kn~ 10 














\ OF TOT. C SAHP 
9G. 19 
3. 21 
100 . 00 
:nos 
PP.OJECT STAT ION: 1925 
DATE: 5/ 6/ 03 GEAR TYPE: P'l' No : 6 POSITI ON: Lot N 2458 
:1ta.rt 
TIME : 10: 51 : 31 








Tov1ng d1r: lllo W1r e out: 
Purpo:i;e cod e : 
Area code 
Gea.rCond. code: 
Va.hdi t y code: 
135 111. Speed: 40 kn • 10 
Long W 1459 
Sor ted: 34 Kg Total catch: 818.10 CATCH/HOUR: 4093 . 50 
SPECIES CATCH/ HOUR ' ar T07 . c SNIP 
Sa rd1M p1lcha.rdu:J 











PROJECT S'l'ATION: 1 92'6 
DATE: 6/ 6 / 03 GEAR TY PE: f!T l'lo : '9 POSI TION: Lat N 2'154 
:r-tart stop dur a t1 on Lonq w 1517 
TI ME : 00:'41 : 06 01 : 09 : 50 29 !tun) Pur po:se c ode : 1 
t.OG : 5'H8 . 16 5 519.86 1 . 68 Are a e ode : 2 
FOEPTH: 31 36 Ge a ["Co nd . c cde : 
BDEPTH: 31 36 Voll.dl.ty code: 
Tow1ng du: 2950 Wire out : 200 c Speed: 30 t n• lO 
Sor ted : 80 !(9 Total catch: 348 . 20 CATCH/ HOUR: 120.'41 
SPECU:S CATCH/ HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAMP 
D1plodu:s b e llot til 
Trach uru:s t.racbu.ru:s 
Pa q 1t llu:s acarne 
Plector hi.nehu:s 1Ded1 terra n e u:i 
Spondyllo:soJMI conth.srue 
Poge llu:i bellott11 
U=l:lr 1no conar:ie n:s 1:i 
Octopu:s vulqør1:s 
Ra.Ja :tp. 
Scom.btil r )Op on1cuo 
Sardlna pllchar dU!J 
T ra chinU!J d raco 
Potn.a.d.a:sy:r- lnCl:SU!J" 
A:sp 1t r i 9 l a ob:icura 
Lo l 1g o v ulgo.ri:s 
M1croch1 r u:i va r J. ø go tu:s 
Total 
Ye19ht 
358 . 45 
1 86 . 72 
61. 76 
32 . 48 
18 . 62 
13 . 1 6 
11 . 90 
1 . 86 
1 . H 
6. 17 
3. 93 
3 . 93 
3 . 12 
1. 45 
t . n 
0. 72 















1 2 4 









0 . 94 









PROJEC'f' STATIOU: 1921 
DATE: 6/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: BT No: 9 POSI'fION: l.o.t N 2446 
start 
TIK& : 03 : 36:04 
:stop durot.ion Lonq w 1500 
LOG : 5542 . 10 
04:05:50 30 h11n) 
5~43.82 1. 53 
FDt:PTH: 28 30 
SD&PTH: 28 30 
To1o11nq di.r: 29~o Wire out : 
Sorted: 68 K; Total catch: 
SPECIES 
Diplod u:s vul9ar l !J 
Pc:m.ad4ey!J lnc i ou# 
P4gøllu!1 b e llatt11 
Pag ø llu:=s ac::arne 
Tro churu1' l r 4c::hur u !I 
Plecto rh1nchu:i mød1 terran e u:r-
Octopu:r- v u lgo r l.!J 
Sard ino pilchatd u!I 
Tnc h1uru:r- l • pturu:r-
Spondyl1o!JOll14 e a ntharu;, 
Trac h lnU!J draco 
Scotiber )aponJ.eu!J. 
A!Jpl t r 19Ja. ob:r-cura 
Con ger ccnqer 
R4Ja :1p . 
Loliqo vulgarl:!I 
Sole .a vulgar .l!J" 
Total 
Purpo~e code: l 
Area c od l! : 2 
GearCond. cod e : 
v a l1d1 t y c::od e : 
200 :ti Speed: 30 kn • 10 
:ni. 02 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATCH/HOlffi 
weight 
2 91. 50 
100. 50 
96 . S.0 
61 . 90 
67 . 30 
38 . 50 
11 , 80 
1 7 . 20 
16 . 30 
11 . 10 
1 0 . 20 
5 . 54 























\ OF 'I'OT. C 
39. 28 
13 . 54 
11 . 66 
9 . 15 
9 . 0 7 
1.19 
2 . 40 
2 . 32 
2 . 20 
1. 58 
1. 31 
0 . 75 
0 . 53 
0.46 
o. 39 






PROJECT STAT lON: 1928 
DATE: 6 / 6 / 03 GEAR TYP&: PT No: 6 POSITION: Lat U 2442 
star l .:itop dura t i.an Long W 1.502 
TIME : 06 : 20: 47 06 : 32 : 31 12 {llln) Purpos e code : 
LOG : '562 . 54 S563 . :P 0 .72 Are a code 
fDEP TH: 5 !i Gea. r Cond. c ode : 
BDEPTH: 28 27 Vall.dity code : 
Tov.lnq d ir : i 5o Wue out : 120 tit Speed: 39 kn*" lO 
Sorte d : 20 Kq 
S PECIES 
Sard1na p 1lchardu3 
Scombe r )opon1cus 
Spondylloooaa co.nth.aru:i 
Total 
Total catch: 3000 . 00 CATCH/HOUR: 15000. 00 
CATCH/HOUR 
we i ght 








\ or TOT. c S1'MP 
98 . 17 
1.42 
0 . 42 
--roo:or 
3213 
PROJECT STATI ON: 1929 
DATE: 6/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE : BT No : 9 POSITION: Lo.t N 2 502 
otar t 
TIHE :14 :47 : 35 
LOG : 564 5 . 81 
otop d urat ion Long w 1611 
15 : 11 : 43 30 lmin) 
5647 . 36 1. 53 
FDEPTH: 24 2 
BDtPTH: 242 
Tov ing d1r: 
232 
232 
300 W1 r e out: 
Sorled : Kg Total cot.eh: 
Sl>!CJES 
Dentex 1Mcr op h tha.1=.u !J 
tta rlucci.u s m.er lucci.~ 
Zenap:i;.is conch.i f er 
Lepidapuo c a udatu' 
TraehurU!J trachurus 
Zeus fabor 
I llex coinde t .l. 1. 
Sphoe ro ldes p ci eh.ga ste r 
Scy l iorh i.nus can.i. cul 4 
Scorpae na !Jcrofa 
Scorpaenn. op. 
Shr11np!J , :smal l , non c omm. 
Hul lu!J ourmu l e tu!J 
Cap roo a p e r 
Paqe llu:r- acarne 
Scorpa e n.s !ICrofa 
Ci.th4rU!J l inguatula 
RaJa iural etu :i 
Scolllh e r )npon1c u:s 
Pe r 1:sted ion catap hractuø 
Ro:r-:na mA c ro!'!oll!.ia 
Sepia offi. c inol1:i h ierre dda 
A:1p1tr19la ob :icura 
Ma crorh.anpho:r-u:r :icolopax 
Tota l 
Purpo:r-e code: 1 
Area coda : 2 
Gea rCond. code: 
Va lidlty code: 
660 a Speed: 30 tn•lO 
151. 50 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATCH/HOUR 
vei9hl nu.cber:i 
144 . SO 1410 
86 . 30 204 
32 . 60 70 
11 . 50 12"1 
13. 10 112 
4 . 52 38 
3.12 60 
1 . 98 4 
1. 52 12 
1."14 48 
l. 26 6 
1.14 726 
l. 04 2 
l. 00 110 
o. 84 2 
0 . 82 542 
0 . 18 12 
0 . 48 2 
o. 48 2 
0 . 10 8 
0. 06 2 
o. 06 4 
o. 04 2 
o. 02 2 
315 . 00 
\ OF TOT. C 
45 . 87 
21 . 40 
10 . 35 
5 . 56 
4. 35 
1. 43 
o. '' 0 . 60 
0 . 48 
0 . 46 








0 . 15 
0 . 03 
0 . 02 
0.02 
0 . 01 
o. 01 
lOo:OO 
31 5 . 00 
Sl\MP 
3214 
PROJ ECf STAT I ON: 1930 
DATE: 6/ 6/ 0 3 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 6 POSITION: Lat N 2437 
:r-t1ut :stop durotl.on Lon9 w 1529 
TJHE : 21 : 32 : 34 21 : 36: 11 4 (•1nJ Purpo ae eode: 
LOG : 5104 . 24 5104 . 48 0 . 24 Area code : 
FDEPTH: 5 5 GeorCond. code : 
BDEPTH: 31 30 Vo l i dl.ty eode : 
ToY1ng d u: 2950 Wire out : 110 m Speed: 39 kn*lO 
Sor t e d: 33 Kq Total co.tch: 491. 70 CATCH/HOtJP.: 7375 . 50 
SPECIES 
Sa rdi.na p 1 l c hardu:i 
ScoJCb e r ) tlpon1cu:i 
Sp ondyl l.o:rnl:l.a c antharu :i 
Pa gellu 1' b el lott i. i. 
Tr 1chiuru:i lepturu:s 
Oiplod.u:s b ellott 11 
Pol!l4da :Sy!J. ) ube l.lni 
Tota l 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 
weiqht numbera 
5883. 75 56700 
981.00 511 5 
311 . 25 1125 
78 . 15 450 
41. 00 15 
38.25 410 
31 . 50 225 
19 . , , 
13 . 30 









PROJECT STAT ION: 1931 
DATE: 7/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 4 POSITION: Lat tl 2415 
:itart :stop duratt.on Lonq W 1 554 
TI.HE : 14: 51 : 01 15 : 02: 05 11 (2un) Pu.rpo:r- e code : 
LOG : 5815 . 01 5875 . 73 0 . 65 Area eod e 
FDEPTH: 10 10 GearCond. code: 
BDEPT'H: 33 33 Vahduy code: 
Toving d i r: t OBo W1 r e out: 14 0 a. Speed : 38 kn • 10 
Sor t ed: 37 Kg Total catch: 3056 . 31 CATCH/HOUJI. : 16670. 18 
S PECIES 
Sardlno p1lch4rdu:i 
Sco:nber )ap on1 c u1' 
Spo ndy l i.o:i o?!l.d c a n tharu:i 
CATCH/HOUR. 
wei9ht 
Hi419 . 82 
181 . 15 





\ OF TOT. C SAMP 
98 . 9 5 
1. 09 
0 . 06 
3211 
321 8 
16610. 79 100 . 00 
PROJECT STAT ION: 1 93 2 
DA TE : 8/ 6/0 3 GEAR TYPE : PT No: 4 POSlTI ON: Lat N 2416 
start !!tap durat .i.on 
TlME : 02:1 3: 4 9 02 : 34 : 11 20 lm.1n) 
LOG :5 914.59 5 975 . 96 1.35 
FDEPTH: 10 10 
BDE PTH: 65 65 
To1o1ing d ir: 3000 W.lra out: 
sor t ed: 3 6 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sconber Ja pon1CU!J 
Prionace q lauc.a 
Tota l 
Tota l c a tch : 
Lo n g w 1 6 1 6 
Purpoae code: 
Area code 
GoarCond. code : 
Val i.dity code: 
140 • Speed: 40 kn" lO 
287. 51 CATCH/ HOUR: 862 . 65 
CA'l'C'H/HO\JR \ or TOT. c SAXP 
ve19ht 
859. 20 







862 . 65 lOo:OO 
PROJECT STATIOU: 1933 
DATE: 8/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: PT Ho : 4 POSITl ON: Lat N 2409 
:sta r t 
TIME : 0 4:48 : 29 
LOG : 5994. 95 
3top d ura t ion 
04:5 5 : 2 4 1 (Jt1n) 
5995 . 42 o . 46 




To'l.li.ng d u : 300 0 Wi r e out : 
Sort e d: 36 Kq 
SP!CIES 
Sarduia p 1 lchardu:s 
Sco::be r J apon1cu!5 
Spondyl1o:iomo canthar uo 
Trochurut! trecae 
01plodU3 b e ll otti1 
Po11:14datJytJ 1nc 1:i:U1' 




Are a code 
GøarCond. e od e 1 
Validity codo : 
135 ID Speed : 40 kn• lO 
1098 . 34 CATCH/HOUR: 9414 . 34 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 81\M P 
we19ht num.bo r ;, 
9385 . 11 120086 
12 . 09 69 
6 . 51 34 
3 . 86 86 
2. 91 34 
2. 83 11 
1. 20 34 
9'115.11 
99. 10 











PROJECT STAT ION: 1934 
DATE: 9/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: BT No: 9 POSITJON: Wt N 2401 
:itor t stop durotlon l.o nq W 1632 
TIME: :14:S8 : 3B 15. :13:16 lS (1un) Purpo:te code : l 
LOG : 6099. 69 6100 . 41 0 . 78 Are a code : 2 
FD&PTH: 69 68 Gea r Cond. c ode : 
llD:tPTH: 69 68 ValldL ty c ode : 
Tovin9 dt.r: 3000 WLr e out: 210 z:a Spee d: 30 kn• lD 
Sor t ed: 61 Kq Total eatch: 441. 52 CATCH/HOOJ\: 1790. 08 
SPECIES 
Trochur us trachuru!!I 
Sc:ombe r )opon1cu3 
Trachuru!!I tr e cae 
Scombø r )opon1cuo 
8oop:i boope 
Ze u:i t o.her 
Scyl.io r h i.nu:i canie\llo 
Dentex q1bbo:ru s 
SpandylLo:iom.o canthoruer 
Dentitx c:anar .i e ns is 
D1plodu!!! vulgari:i 
Pagell uo b &llott11 
Pa g a llu:! aea.rne 
Tot a l 
CATCH/HOUR 
vaight 
832 . DO 
681. 20 
162 . 16 
97.00 
3 . 36 
2 . 92 
2. 1 l 





















\ OF TOT . C 
46. 48 
38 . 05 
9 . 09 
!i . 42 
0.19 
0 . 16 
o.1s 
0 . 12 
0 . 10 
0.09 
0.06 
0 . 06 






PROJECT S1'A!ION: 193~ 
DATE: 8/ 6/03 GEAR 7'iPE: .PT No : 4 POS IT ION: Lat N 2352 
:stort :stop durøt1on Lonq w 1612 
TIME :17: 50: 4'1 18:01: 3 9 11 (1unl Purpo:se c ode : 1 
LOG : 6124. 21 6124 . 96 O. 68 Ar e a c:ode : 2 
fDEPTH: 10 10 Ge arCond. c:ode: 
BOEPTH: 4 3 43 Valid1 t y c:ode: 
Tow1ng du: 3000 Wtre out: 145 1:1. Sp@ed: 40 kn• lO 
so rte d: 31 Kg f'otal cøteh: 4601.00 CATCH/HOUR: 25096. 36 
SPECIES' CATCH/HOUR 
v e1ght nu=her::i: 
S111rdH\lll p1l c:hord u:i 15096. 36 32 4736 
Total 25096. 36 
\ OF TOT. C SAHP 
100.00 
100 . 00 
3228 
PROJECT STATION: 1936 
DATE: 8 / 6/03 GEAR TYPE: B'I' No: 9 POSJTION; Lat N 23)9 
start :rtop dur-ati.on Long W 160J! 
TIME :21 : 18 : 25 21 : 33: 15 15 ( nun) Purpo:i;e code : 
LOG :6154.90 6155 . 68 0 . 19 Ar ea c: ode 
!'DEPTH: 21 27 Ge arCond. c:ode: 
BDEPTH: 27 21 Vah.d1ty c:ode : 
Tovinq dir : 350a Wu~ out: 120 m. Spet!d: 32 kn• 1 0 
Sortvd: 70 Kg 'Pot.41 cotch: 
SPECI&S 
D1plodws b e llott1i 
Plectorhineh u:s aedite rrane us 
Po11ado~ys l.OCJ.:IUO 




Pa qrus cae rul e o::i:t i c tu:r 
D1plodu:i punta::o 
Dl.plodu:J vul9ori:s 
Scombe r 3apon1euo 
Pa.grus aur190 
Umbr.ino canar1e n:11s 
Spondyl.iosom.a cAntho.ru:s 
Ze us fd.b• r 





366. 91 CATCH/HOUR: 1467. 88 









38 . 80 
27 . 60 
26. 60 
23 . 80 
13 . 68 
11. 80 
11. 20 
8 . 0 0 
7 . 00 
6 . 00 
!I . 40 

























6 . 0S 
3 . 80 
3 . S4 
2 . 73 





0 . 80 









PROJECT STAT ION: 1931 
DATE: 91 6/03 GEAA TYPE: PT No: 1 POSI'flON: Lat N 23412 
:li to r t 
TIME : 05 : 00:22 
LOG : 6229. 81 
f'DEP'l'H: 25 
BDEPTH: 64 
otop durat 1an 
05:28 : 28 28 (mini 
6231. 9~ 2. 13 
2S 
Purpose c:ode: 
Ar e a c:ode 
GearCond. code : 
Valldlly code : 
Long W 1639 
Toving dir : 
70 
2900 Wue out : 100 = ~ed: 4S Jm•10 
Sorted: 83 Kg 
SPECIES 
Scoøbe r )aponic:u1' 
'l'rochuru.s tre coe 
'fr ich 1uru:s lepturu:s 
Trochuru:t trachuru.:i: 
Total 
Tot41 cotch: 83 . BZ CATCH/HOUR: 
CA'fCH/HOUR 
we igh t numbers 
1 12 . 11 5259 
) . 8'1 88 
2. 46 2 
o. 60 9 












PROJECT STAT I ON": 1938 
DATE : 9/ 6/ 03 GEAR TYPE; PT No : 1 POSITION: t.at N 2330 
.start etop durat ion Long W 1608 
TIME : 09 : 20 : 36 0 9 : 25: 0 S (min) Purpose code: 
LOG : 6261. 19 62 68 . 10 O. 30 Area co<ie 
FDEPTH: 10 10 Ge arCond. c:oda : 
BOEPTH: 28 28 Vall.dity c:oda : 
Tov i nq dir : 3060 Wire out: 110 m Speed: :n lm• 10 
Sort e d: 30 Kg Tota l cotch: 
SPECIES 
Sard1na pi lc:Nudus 
Tot al 
90 . 00 CATCH/HOUR: 1080.00 
CA'lCH/HOUR 
we 19ht nucb~rs 
1080.00 9468 
1080. 00 




PP.OJ.!CT STATION': 1939 
DATE : 9/ 6 / 03 GtM TYPE1 8T No: 9 POSITION: Lat N 2328 
:Jtart :i top durotioo t.ong W 1628 
Tl ME :12:41: 36 13: 21 : 18 34 (11.J,.n) Purpo:ie eode: l 
LOG : 63 01. 44 6303 . 12 1 . 66 Area eod e : 2 
FDEPTH: 34 3 5 GeorCond. code : 
BDEPTH: 34 3S Validlty code: 
Tov.ing d .u : 1120 Wire out : 200 • Speed: 30 kn• lO 
Sorted: 84 Kq 
SPEClES 
Traehur~ tr.-ic:hu ru:1 
'f rachurus treca e 
D.iplodus bellottii 






Scyli.orh.inus can.icu l a 
Scomber japonicu:1 
1'otol eotch: 
Sep.ia offJ.ciMl LS hienedda 
Boops boop:t 
Lol .igo vulgar.i:J 
Aspi tr.iglA Ob!SCU.ra 
Total 
119.78 CATCH/HOUR: 1270. 20 
CATCH/HOUP. \ OF TOT . C 
v cugh t nwc.be co 
111 . 18 19842 
40. 82 12025 
41. 47 44 
16. 06 141 
16 . 06 229 
12. 53 35 
12. 53 5 
5 . 15 " 
•. 59 18 
2 . 15 4 
1. 99 12 
l. 57 2 
o. 88 18 
o. 12 2 
0 . 09 2 
1270 . 19 
55. 99 








0 . 17 
0 . 16 
0 . 12 
o. 07 
o. 01 





PP.OJECT STATIOU': 1940 
DATE: 9/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 4 POSI1'ION: Lat N 2331 
sta rt :stop duration Long W 1635 
TIME: :14: 50: 51 15: 19:36 29 (•ln ) Purpo::te code: 
LOG : 6315 . 91 6317 . 81 1. 88 Area code 
TDEPTH: 10 10 Georcond. eode : 
BDEPTH: 41 31 Vahdity code: 
Tov.inq di.r: 1120 Wi re out: 130 m. Spee d : 40 lr.n•lD 
Sor t e d : 24 Kg Total eateh: l '780. 9S CATCH/HOUR: 3684 . 72 
SPECIES 
SardulO pi. lchordu::i: 
Sc:otl.ber )apon1 c:u::i: 
Sørdi.ne lla a urita 
Toto! 
CATCK/HOUl\ 
v e Lqht 
2863. 4S 
811 . 66 
3. 62 





\ OF TOT . C SAHP 







PROJEC T STATION: 1941 
DATE: 9 / 6/03 GEAR TYPE: BT No: 9 POSITION: Lat N 2335 
start 
TIME :18 : 11 : 58 
LOG : 6:345 . 39 
::stop durat ion 





Sort e d : Kg 
SPECIES 
De nte x ma.crophthal:cms 
Scyl.iorh1nus can.icula 
Ze nop.sis conchif er 
He rlucciuts ~eneqalens1:. 
Ze uts !aber 
l.øqocephalus laevigotus 
Dentex -=aroc:c anus 
Kac:rorh:u=.phosus scolopox 
R.a] a naevuts 
Hullus surm.uletus 
Lep1dopus c:audat us 
Poge llus acarne 
Copr o ts ape r 
Sc:orpae fl4. tsc:rofa 
Trachuru::i: tcac: huru::i: 
R.a)a :iDantagui 




330 Wir1t out : 
Total catch: 
Long W 165? 
Pu rpotie code : l 
At: e a code : 2 
G•arCond. cod o : 
Va h d1 ty code: 
500 m. Speed: 30 kn • 10 






21. 6 41 
23 . 57 
19. so 
19. 29 
l l . 6 6 
10. 29 
1 . 61 
6 . 00 




0 . 54 
0.21 























9 . 23 
7 . 81 















PROJECT STAT ION: 1942 
DATE : 9 / 6/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No1 4 POSI TION: Lat N 2319 
:start stop duro.tion 
T IKE : 23:10 : 41 23: 16: 42 6 (1un) 
LOG : 6384 . 68 6385 . 08 0 . 39 
FDEPTH: 10 10 
BDEPTH: 37 37 
Pur pose codc : 
Ar e a c:ode 
Gea rCond . code: 
Val:id1 ty code : 
Long W 1633 
ToYing dlt: 3000 Wire out : 109 m. Speed: 39 k.n•lO 
Sorted: 36 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sa r d ina p.i lchardus 
T rachu.rus: t rachu rus 
Sco~er )Oponicu!!I 
Spondyl ioso:r.a canth.arus 
Paqe llu:i bellottu 
Tot41 
'tot a l co.tch: 268 . 19 CATCH/HOUR: 2681. 90 














95 . 45 







PROJECT STAT ION~ 1943 
DATE: 10/ 6/03 GEAA TYPE : PT No: '7 POSI.TION': Lat N 2307 
start 
TIME : 03: 37: 57 




03: 57: 13 19 ttun) 
6428 . 28- 1. 33 
10 
27 
Towinq d :i.r : 1120 Wl r e out: 
Sorted: 37 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sørdl.l'\lll. pilchardu:i 
Poaadosy~ in.e i. sus 
Scoabe r japonicu.:s 
Trachuru:s trachurus 
Total 
Tota l catc:h: 
Purp o.se cod e : 
Ar ea code 
Ge a rcond. code : 
Validity code : 
Lonq W 1626 
130 m Sp eed: 40 kn•10 
334 . 14 CATCH/HOUR: 1055 .18 
CATCH/HOVR 
v e19ht number~ 
1051.58 12875 
2 . 05 6 
1 . 36 6 
0 . 19 3 
1055 .18 





100 . 00 
SAMP 
3243 
PROJECT STATION: 1944 
DATE: 10/ 6 / 03 GEAR TYPE : PT No: 5 POSITION": ~t N 2248 
:start :stop durn.t i o n Long W 1642 
TIME : 16: 53:06 11:09:11 16 (iran) Purpo:Je c:ode: 
LOG : 65S1 . 04 6!158.23 1. 16 Area c:ode 
FOEPTH: 10 10 Gearcond . c od e : 
BDEPTH: 51 51 Valid1ty code : 
rcv1ng dir : llOø Wtre out : 12:0 m Speed: 44 kn" lO 
Sort ed : :n Kg To tn.l catch: 109a.oo CATCH/HOUR: 4111, 50 
SPECIES 
















PROJECT STATION: 1945 
DATE: 10/ i1/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No : 'I POSITION: Lat N 2242 
!!tart 
TJHE : 22 : 4.6 : 46 
LOG : 6611. 91 
FOE PTH: 10 
BOEPTH: i 1 
~top duratlon 
22:49:38 3 (m1n) 
6612 . 09 O. lS 
10 
71 
Tow1ng da: 299ø W1re o ut: 
So rt c d : 33 Kg Total catch: 
sn:c1Es 
Purpo:se code : 
Area code 
Gearco nd . code : 
Val.1d1ty code : 
1 30 m Spe ed: 36 
Long W 1702 
668.00 CATCH/ HOUR: 13360 . 00 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT . C SPJiP 
Sard1nella a u r1ta 
Scomb~r )apo n.icu:s 
Trachuru:i: trecae 
Sard1nella made r en:n:i 
weight 
10120. ao 
1104 . ao 
796.00 
140. 00 












Total 13360 . 00 100. 00 
PROJECT STAT ION: 194 6 
DATE : 11/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 1 POSITION:Lat N 2238 
otart 
TIME : 01 : 04 : 10 
LOG : 6630.16 
FDEPTH: 1 0 
BDEPTH: 45 
:stop durat lon 
01 : 13: 06 9 (min) 
6630. 79 0 . 62 
10 
47 
ToV'i.n g d1r : 2800 Wire out : 
Sorted: 42 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sa rdi.na pilehardu~ 
Trachuru:1 tre c aa 
Tr ich1uru~ lepturuei 
s coi:nber )aponicu~ 
Sa rd1nella aur1ta 
Total 
Total eatc h : 
Lonq W 1647 
Purpo:i. a i:; ode : 
Area c o de 
GearCand . c ode: 
Val.idity code: 
120 m Speed: 4 1 kn• lO 
363 . 72 CATCH/HOUR : 2424.80 















9 . 79 
1 . 53 







PROJECT STATION: 1947 
DATE : 11/ G/03 GEAR TYPE : PT No: 1 POSITlON: Lat H 2222 
eitop dura ti_on :i tart 
TIME : 04 : 39: 58 
LOG : 6664 . 61 
04 : 51:19 11 (mini 
6665.36 0.75 
fDEPTH: 10 10 
BDEPTH: 20 21 
Tow1ng dir : 2 0i:> Wir e out : 




Trachuru:oi t r ecae 
Scomher )apor~1cun 
Pom.ada::i.y:s inc.l~U:5 
Sa. rdinella :m.oderen:n:7 
Total 
Total catch: 
Purpo:i:e c ode : 
Area eode 
GearCond. code: 
Valld1 ty e odo : 
Long w 1631 
laO l:l. Speed: 40 ):n•lO 
523. 64 CATCH/HOUR : 2856. 22 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT . C SAMP 
we.ight 
2329. a 9 
413. 45 
34 . 36 
9 . 49 
7 . 36 
2 . 45 


















PROJECT STATION: 1948 
DATE : 11/ 6/03 GEAP.. TYPE: FT No: 5 POSIT1011: La.t N 22:17 
:stop durat ion ,:,t a rt 
TIME : 14 : 37 : 53 
LOG : 6749 . 54 
14:52:36 l~ (m1nl 





Tow1 n9 dir : 2B0c Wire out : 
Sorted: 35 Kg 
setcu:s 
Sarduia. pJ.lehardu !I 
Sordina p .ilchardu:7 
Sco.mber japon1cus 
Snrd1ne lla auri t a 
Dec apteruei rhonchu:t 
Trachuru:i. trecae 
Sa rdim1l l a m.ad e r o n :Ji:J 
Tota l 
To tnl ca t ch: 
Purpo:i.e code : 
Area code 
Geot'C ond . c ode : 
Validlty code: 
Long w 1653 
120 :n Speed: 42 Jcn •lO 
883.22 CATCH/HOlffi : 35 32. 88 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C 
we 1ght 
2697 . 60 
684 . 49 
1s . sa 
61. 60 
7 . 64 
1. 40 
1. 36 






















PROJECT STATION: 194 9 
DATE: 11/ 6/0J GEM T'fPE : PT No : 1 POSITIO»: Lat N 2209 
sta rt 
TIME : 11:10 : 21 
LOG : 6771.01 
FDEPTH: 10 
&DEPTH: 30 
otop dur at.i o n 
11 : 42: 18 32 (min) 
671 3.12 t . 04 
10 
39 
Tow i ngi dir : 350c Wire out: 
Sorted: 29 K9 
SPECIES 
Sardul4. p.ilehordu~ 
Sa rdin.a pi.l ch~rdus 
Decapteru~ rhonehus 
Scomh e r J eiponieus 
Totnl 
To t al c a. t ch: 
Pu rpose c ode : 
Area code 
GearCond. c ode: 
Valid1ty c od e : 
Long W 165J 
120 m Speed: 40 kn•lO 




















PROJECT STATION: 1950 
DATE : 11/ 6 / 03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 4 POSITION: Lat N 2214 
:ttop durat1on Long W 1111 !ltl'l.rt 
TIME :21 : a4 : 35 
LOG : 68a4. 52 
21:07:02 2 (m.1.n) Purpo!IA c od e : 
FDEPTH: 10 
BDEPTH: 92 
6804 . 65 a.13 
10 
92 
Tov1n9 dir : 1080 Wi re out : 
SortAd: J6 Kg To tal catcb: 
SPECIES 
Area C'ode 
Gea rCond. code: 
Vahdi ty code: 
lJO m. Speed: 35 ltn•1a 
122. 00 CATCH/HOUR : 21660. 00 
CATC'H/HOUR \ 01 TOT. C SAMP 
Scomber )aponi cu~ 
Tr achuru:i tr a i:;hur u!I 
we ight 






28 . 53 
3264 
3263 
To t a l 21660 . 00 100 . 00 
PROJECT STAT!ON: 19 51 
DATE: 12/ 6 / 03 GEAR TYPE: PT No : 1 POSITlON: Lat N' 22a4 
:start 
TIME : Oa:26:52 
LOG :6833 . 91 
FDEPTH: 3a 
BDEPTH: 68 
:itop d u rat i.on 
ao : 55:02 20 (cunJ 
6835 .96 2 . 01 
30 
74 
P\Jrp o!le i:; ode : 
Area code 
GeorCond. c od e : 
Validity c ode : 
Long W 1716 
Towinq du: 2800 Wue out: 120 m Speed: 4 3 lm"la 









Total catch: 61. 55 CATCH/HOUR: 131. 89 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT , C SAH.P 
we ight 
117 . 00 
1 . 46 












8 8 . 11 
5 . 66 






PROJECT S TAT ION: l 9S2 
DATE : 12/ 6 / 03 GEA.R TYPE: PT No : 4 POSI'l'ION :Lat N 2133 
~tart :i.top durat ion 
TIME : 12 : 20: 30 
LOG :6947 . 01 
12:52: 51 32 I.min) 
69.119.21 2 . 13 
FDEPTH: la 
BDEP'I'H : 54 
10 
42 
Tow.ing di.r: 950 Wire out: 
Sorted: 29 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sard1nel la nurito 
Sardina pilehardu~ 
Sard1nella r.adarensi~ 
Scombe r Japon.icu:s 
Decapt eru~ rhonchuti 
To t al 
Total ca t ch: 
Long W 1 708 
Purpo:se code : 
Area code 
Ge.arCond. code: 
Val1di.ty c ode: 
1 20 zn. Spe:ed: 40 kr. - 10 














\ or TOT . c 
96. 61 
2. 34 
0 . 70 
0.24 






PROJECT S TATION: 1953 
DATE: 12/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: S POSITION: Lat N 2125 
~tart 
TIME :17:29: 49 




17:59 : 49 3a (min) 
6994. . 72 1.84 
10 
100 
Long W 1723 
Pur-pose codc: 
Area code : 2 
GearCond, cad!! : 
Va l .idL t y eode : 
Tovin9 dir: 2120 Wu e out : 12a =. Speed: 39 k.n• lO 
Sorted : 32 Kg 
SPECIES 
Scomber JaponLcus 
Sardina pilchllrdu ei 
Sard1nella mad erenl'li:t 
Total 
Totol catcht 95.10 CATCH/HOUR: 190. 20 
CATCH/HOUR \. OF TOT . C SAMP 
v e.ight 
76 . 2a 
68 . 4.0 












PROJECT STATION: 1954 
DATE: 12/ 6/03 GtAA TYPE: PT :No: 4 POSITION: Lot N 2124 
star t 
TIME : 19: 56: 02 
LOG :7010 .73 
fDEPTH: 10 
EDEPTH: 60 
eitop dura t ion 
20:09 : 51 14 inun> 
7011. 55 o.s1 
10 
61 
Towing dir : ?18o Wire out : 
Pu rpose c ode : 
Are.a cod e 
G~arCond . c cde: 
Va l .ldity code : 
12 5 m Speed: 35 kn* 10 
Lonq W 1712 
Sorted: 34 Kg To tal ca.tch: 1981.22 CATCH/HOUR : 8490.94 
SPECIES 
Sord1rus. pilehardu~ 
Sardlne lla a u r.i ta 





3818 . 14 
3790. il 
783 . 86 















PROJECT STAT ION: l 9SS 
DATE: 12/ 6/ 03 GEAR TYPE: PT No: 6 POSJ TION: Lot N 2124 
:start 
TJME : 21 : 51 : 29 
:itop duret i on 
LOG : 7021 . 84 
22 : 04:)4 13 (Stln) 
7022 . 65 0.79 
FDEPTH: 10 10 
BDEPTH: 38 
Tov.ing dir: 2780 w.ue out: 
Sorte d: 26 tc9 
S PECI ES 
Sard1ne l lo caur .i ta 
Sard1nolla Dadii!rensio 
Sard1na. p l.lchardu:r 
Tra.churu o t recoe 
Ol.p l oduo b Qllottu. 
Scombe r jopon1cuo 
Pag&lluo b e l.lot.tu 
'I'rachur us t rochurus 
De capt e r uo rhonchus 
Argyro:Jo11u ::i r e91 ut1 
D1ploduo :Jiuqu.:t " 
01p l odus vulgar.in 
0 1m t ox g.ibbooU!I 
Sp ondylio:oonaa. csntho.ruo 
Lo l .i90 v ulgorl.!9 
Total cetitch : 
s epia oft'l.cinal10 hi. errodda 
t n g r a uli.o encra:ncoluo 
To t al 
Lon9 W 170!1 
Purpooe code: 
Are.a code 
GearCond. code : 
Valld1ty cod E! : 
115 0. Speed: 37 Ji:n• 10 
189 . 93 CATCH/HOUP.: 876 . 60 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TO'l . c SAHP 
v ei.qht nu:d>@ro 
258. 46 11)1 29. '18 
196 . 74 711 21. 30 
164 . 11 2003 19.80 3275 
64 . 94 2326 7 . 41 3276 
62. 35 646 7 .11 
3 3. 29 162 ) . 80 
29. 12 291 3. 39 
20 . 68 582 2. 36 




9 . 55 1' 1.09 
!i . 95 9 o. 68 
4 . 8!1 32 0 . 55 
l. 66 
' 
0 . 19 
o. 9 7 226 0.11 
0. 8 3 
' 
o. 09 
o . 65 
" 
0.07 
816. 60 ~ 
PROJECT STATION: 1956 
DATE: 13/ 6 / 03 GEAll TY PE: PT No: 4 POSITION:Lat N 2114 
:i t or t ~top durat ion 
TIME : 00:21 :40 00:4 6 : n 19 la.in) 
LOG : 70"4 . 16 7045. 38 1.20 
FOEPTH: 5 5 
BDEPTH: 45 41 
Purpooe cod.ø: 1 
A.rea cod.e : 2 
Ge.arCond. e ode : 
Valld1ty code : 
Long w 1709 
92• Wi.re cut: 110 1:1. Speed: 4 0 Ji:n• lO 
Sorte d: 41. Kg 
SP'ECIES 
Sard1ne lla auri.ta 
Sard1ne llo. mad~rents i!I 
Tr.ac:huru:i tre cae 
De eapte r uo rhonehu:1 
Sardina p1 l ch.srduo 
Trach uru:i t r achuru:i 
Seo.w>er laponi.cuts 
Total catch: 
Se pia offle 1no.lio h i. e rred& 
PAge llu!! b dlottil. 
Sepia orb1qnyøn.a 
Il l e x eo1ndeth 
Total 
617 . 01 CATCH/HOUR: 1948.45 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. c SAHP 
v ei 9ht number:i 
120. 00 3641 '36 . gs 3278 
644 . 21 2368 33 .06 3279 
330. 32 13014 1'1 . 26 3217 
121.42 947 6 . S4. 
92 . 37 805 4 .14 
21. 32 663 1. 09 
3. 66 25 0 . 19 
1.14 3 o. 06 
o. 19 3 o. 04 
o. 60 o. 03 
o. 06 
194'7 . 89 
PROJECT STAT10N:l9~7 
DATE: 13/ 6/03 GEAR TY PE: PT No : 4 POSITION: l.at U 2105 
:i hirt 
TIKE : 05:21 : 09 




05 : 36 : 21 Hi (&i.ni 
7089. 56 1. 01 
10 
233 
Purpo:oe c ode : l 
Are .a code : 2 
GearCond. code : 
Vahd1t y cod.e : 
Lon9 W 1734 
Tov i.n9 d .ir : 2700 Wire out: 120 ID Speech 40 kn•to 
Sorte d: 33 Kg 
SPECtES 
Trachuru:i trochurue 
1'rac huru:i tre eøe 
Scombe r )apon1euo 
M.e rlur:e1us :sene 94 l e n:no 
Il l e x co:ind a t i.i 
To t al 
Tota l catch: 660 . 91 CATCH/HOUR: 2.643 . 64 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF 1'0T. c SAMP 
v e 19ht nucbe r:s 
1226 . 40 11280 46 • .39 3262 
753 . 60 5600 28 . 51 3291 
656 . 00 4800 24 . 81 3280 
7 . 12 • 0 . 21 0 . 52 4 o. 02 
2643 . 64 100 . 00 
t>ROJEC'l' STATJ0"1: 1958 
DA.TE : 13/ 6/03 GE'AR TYPE : PT No : 5 POS I T ION: Lat N 205 !1 
s ta.rt :stop duratl.on Long W 1125 
Tlf'ff: : 12 : 00:11 12:21 : 08 21 linn) Pur po:s;e cod e : l 
LOG :1149 . 20 7150. 91 l.69 Area code : 2 
FOEPTH: 10 10 GearCond. cad~ : 
BDEPTH: 72 !18 Vahdity code: 
T ov .Lng dir: 900 Wue out: 120 1:1. Sp eed : 40 kn•lO 
S or t e d: 38 Kg Total catch: 1~68.10 CATCH/HOUR: 3484 . 61 
SP.&ClES 
Sard1n.a. pl.lchordus 
Scombe r )apon1C\JS 




CATCHIHOUR \ or TOT . c SAKP 
v ei.9ht n~r:s 
3137 . 79 20800 90.05 3283 
232 . 8 9 1689 6 . 68 3284 
51.56 164 1.48 3286 
48 . 67 240 1.40 3285 
13. 78 33 0 . 40 
3484. 68 ----roo.oi 
l>ROJECT STATION: 19!19 
DATE: 13/ 6/03 GEAR TYPE : l'T No : 4 POSt TION : Lo.t N 2049 
:i t ørt 
TIME : 21:48 :04 
LOG : 1 22 1.4 3 
FDE PTH: 10 
BOEP'I'H: 8 2 
SPECIES 
N O CATCH 
utap durat1on 
21 : !>Ei : 19 8 (?!41.n) 
7221. 93 o. 50 
10 
•• Wir e out : 
Purpo~o code : 
Area cod e 
Ge o rCon d . c ode : 
Valid.L ty c ade: 
125 c. Sp eed : 37 
Long W 1732 
CATCH/HOVR: 
CA.TCH/HOOR \ OF TOT. C SA11P 
ve1ght numbe ro 
PROJECT STATION: 1960 
DATE: 13/ 6 /03 GEM TY PE: PT No: 4 POSITlON: Lot N 2049 
3tsr t 
TIME : 22: 16: S7 
LOG : 7222 . 98 
FD.EPTH: 10 
IJDEPTH: 83 
stop durat ion 
22 : 21 : 02 4 [:a1n) 
1223 . 23 o. 2 5 
10 
82 
'Pu rpo:se code : 
Area code 
Ge orCond. coda : 
Va lid .l.ty eode : 
Lor.g w 1132 
Toving dir : 890 Wi.re out: 12S m. Speed: 37 ln• lO 
Sor t ed : 32 Kq 
SPECIES 
Trachuru:1 tre ea e 
Sordina pi lchardu!!I 
Scolnhe r JOp onicu:1 
IUex coindetu 
To te:l 
Total catch: 640 . 66 CATCH/HOUR: 9609 . 90 
CATCK/ HOUR \ OF TOT . c SAMP 
wei.9ht ntmber.o 
9055 . 00 426300 83.82 3287 
1380. 00 10200 14. 36 3298 
153. 00 1900 l. 59 
2:1. 90 7 ~ 0 . 23 
960 9 . 90 lCQ.00 
PR.OJECT STATION: l961 
DATE: 14 / 6/ 03 GEAR TYPE : PT N o: 4 POS ITION: ~t N 2048 
:sto. r t 
TIME : 00 : lS: 21 
LOG : 7238 . 3 5 
FDEPTH : 10 
BDEPTH: 46 
:ttop durat ion 
00 : 32:44 1-4 (mini 
7239 . 30 o. 93 
10 
,0 
'I'o..,,.1ng d1r : 2100 Wire out: 
Sorte d : 32 Kg 'total cateh: 
SPECltS 
Soi: d 1nel la r:aa.deren:sio 
Trachuruo trecae 
So r d i n.a pl lchard uo 
T r ochuru:, trachurtu1 
Sard 1nel la aurl ta 
Scomber JO.poni.cu:i 




Purpo!fe code : 
Areo eode 
Gt carCond. eode : 
Vøl.Ld1ty code : 
120 m. Speed: 40 
Lo nq '..J 1111 
206. 14 CATCH/HOUR: eaJ. 46 
CATCH/HOUP.. ' or TOT. c SAf<P 
v e.iqht nwaberc 
421. 11 1 38 9 41 , 13 3292 
275 . 1 4 11 623 31 . 14 3290 
92 . 19 643 10. 50 3289 
46.03 1620 ~ . 2 1 3291 
43. 20 193 4 . 9 9 3293 
3 . 69 64 o. 42 
o. 56 4 0.06 
o. 21 9 0 .02 
0 . 13 0 . 01 
893 . 46 --g9,9s 
Annex Ill Instruments and fishing gear used 
The Simrad EK-500, 38kHz echo scientific sounder was used during the survey for fish 
abundance estimation. The Bergen Echo Integrator system (BEI) logging the echogram 
raw data from the sounder, was used to scrutinize the acoustic records, and to allocate 
integrator data to fish species. All raw data were stored to tape, and a backup of the 





Bottom detection menu 
Transducer depth 5.5 m 
Absorption coeff 10 dB/km 
Pulse length medium ( 1 ms) 
Bandwidth wide 
Max power 2000 Watt 
2-way beam angle -21.0 dB 
SV transducer gain 27.01 dB 
TS transducer gain 27.14 dB 
Angle sensitivity 21. 9 
3 dB beamwidth along. 6.8° 
3 dB beamwidth athw. 6.8° 
Alongship offset -0.05° 
Athwardship offset 0.09° 
Echogram 
Bottom range 
Bottom range start 
TVG 
Sv colour min 
TS Colour minimum 
Range 
TVG 





20 log R 
-67 dB 
-60 dB 
0-50, 0-100, 0-150, 0-250 or 0-500m 
20 log R 
-60 dB 
-40 dB 
A calibration experiment using a standard copper sphere was performed in Langstrand, 
Namibia on 22 April 2003 . 
Fishing gear 
The vessel has two different sized "Åkrahamn" pelagic trawls and one "Gisund super" 
bottom trawl. For all trawls, the Tyborøn, 7.8m2 (1670 kg) trawl doors were used. 
Annex IV Regionalestimates, May-July 2003 
Sardine (Sardina pilchardus ), number in millions 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C.Vert Casamance 
5 
6 4.8 4.8 
7 162.2 84.8 247.0 
8 1 731.9 394.0 11.4 220.7 2 358.1 
9 1 694.8 1 048.5 295.5 6 377.5 9 416.3 
10 208.1 1 105.2 848.3 8 255.1 10 416.6 
11 7.9 3 638.6 2 133.0 3 876.2 9 655.6 
12 35.6 5 541.1 3 226.4 531.0 9 334.0 
13 336.0 3 969.2 1 391.8 5 697.1 
14 1 709.6 1 880.8 983.4 4 573.7 
15 5 896.3 291.4 1 132.9 7 320.7 
16 8 222.0 46.8 414.6 8 683.4 
17 3 754.7 418.4 4 173.1 
18 1 493.6 2 098.9 3 592.5 
19 1 334.4 2 877.7 4 212.1 
20 450.6 12 510.9 25.5 12 987.0 
21 59.1 16 102.0 93 .3 16 254.4 
22 11 533.1 129.9 38.6 11 701 .6 
23 68.9 8 714.6 318.1 38.6 9 140.3 
24 84.3 6 013.1 647.4 77.2 6 821.9 
25 7 .7 2 048.6 722.7 386.0 3 164.9 
26 473.5 218.4 193.0 884.9 
27 36.1 29.1 308.8 374.0 
28 3.2 77.2 80.4 
29 1.5 1.5 
30 
Total 27 257.5 80 836.9 12621 .7 20 379.8 141 096.0 
Sardine (Sardina pilchardus ), biomass in tannes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C.Jubv C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C.Vert Casamance 
5 
6 11 11 
7 561 293 855 
8 8 722 1 984 58 1 11 1 11 875 
9 11 915 7 372 2 077 44 837 66 201 
10 1 975 10 491 8 052 78 362 98 880 
11 99 45 377 26 601 48 340 120 417 
12 570 88 743 51 673 8 504 149 490 
13 6 778 80 080 28 081 114 939 
14 42 737 47 017 24 583 114 337 
15 180 050 8 899 34 594 223 543 
16 302 859 1 725 15 273 319 857 
17 165 006 18 388 183 394 
18 77 545 108974 186 519 
19 81 136 174 970 256 106 
20 31 830 883 823 1 800 917 453 
21 4 815 1 312 230 7 603 1 324648 
22 1077228 12136 3 605 1 092 969 
23 7 336 927 400 33 853 4108 972 696 
24 10 160 725 117 78 067 9 309 822 654 
25 1 041 278 543 98 263 52 481 430 329 
26 72 251 33335 29 450 135 036 
27 6153 4 967 52 659 63 779 
28 603 14 654 15 256 
29 310 310 
30 
Total 935 135 5 877 983 461 016 347 420 7 621 555 
Annex IV continued 
Round sardinella (Sardinella aurita ), number in millions 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 







11 225.3 225.3 
12 1 305.2 12.5 1 317.7 
13 2 409.3 8.3 2 417.6 
14 864.1 4.2 868.3 
15 765.2 4.2 769.4 
16 211 .0 211 .0 
17 82.2 82.2 




22 1.3 1.3 
23 4.2 1.2 3.9 9.2 
24 28.6 4.6 5.1 38.3 
25 157.5 3.5 16.7 177.7 
26 345.4 20.1 35.4 25.7 426.5 
27 323.3 21 .0 72.9 20.6 437.8 
28 262.4 74.7 66.0 11.6 414.6 
29 173.0 187.5 22.3 382.7 
30 206.1 236.0 15.9 457.9 
31 13.3 244.1 23.4 280.8 
32 45.5 198.3 21.4 265.2 
33 69.2 244.1 21.4 334.7 
34 81.4 106.3 9.7 197.4 
35 100.8 37.4 7.8 146.0 
36 57.0 17.1 3.9 78.1 
37 37.9 5.3 5.8 49.0 
38 11.8 2.6 1.9 16.4 












Total 1 938.9 5871 .3 1 432.9 309.8 84.8 9 637.8 
Annex IV continued 
Round sardinella (Sardinella aurita ), biomass in tonnes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 







11 3 289 3 289 
12 24 473 234 24 708 
13 56 907 197 57 103 
14 25 289 122 25 411 
15 27 355 149 27 504 
16 9 097 9 097 
17 4 232 4 232 




22 140 140 
23 514 144 480 1 138 
24 3 952 651 726 5 328 
25 24 552 550 2 659 27 761 
26 60 416 3 593 6 316 4 591 74 915 
27 63202 4187 14 561 4 104 86 055 
28 57 090 16 599 14 661 2 570 90 920 
29 41 740 46 214 5 488 93 441 
30 54 964 64 278 4 321 123 563 
31 3 910 73 248 7 014 84 172 
32 14 682 65 345 7 061 87 088 
33 24 453 88 102 7 734 120 288 
34 31 408 41 904 3 840 77152 
35 42 391 16 084 3 347 61 821 
36 26 077 8 002 1 819 35 898 
37 18 791 2 674 2 958 24 424 
38 6 336 1 447 1 067 8 850 












Total 486 993 151 186 433 723 81 339 15 270 1168 511 
Annex IV continued 
Flat sardinella (Sardinella maderensis ), nwnbers in millions 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 






10 5.3 5.3 
11 77.0 31 .7 108.6 
12 615.8 52.8 668.6 
13 446.5 84.9 531.4 
14 354.1 22.1 376.2 
15 184.7 49.6 234.3 
16 182.9 46.2 229.1 
17 529.6 51 .8 581.4 
18 820.9 85.7 906.5 
19 211 .8 1.2 192.8 405.8 
20 132.4 3.6 290.8 426.8 
21 158.9 5.9 302.9 467.7 
22 317.8 19.0 413.0 749.8 
23 185.4 16.6 629.2 831 .2 
24 79.4 18.1 7.7 771.6 876.8 
25 17.7 8.8 371.1 397.6 
26 49.7 9.9 334.0 393.5 
27 4.9 51.1 8.8 179.5 244.4 
28 14.8 53.5 11.0 121.4 200.7 
29 52.3 35.3 6.6 30.1 124.3 
30 124.5 20.9 2.2 43.6 191 .2 
31 131.7 5.3 1.1 9.5 147.6 
32 140.7 13.2 47.6 201.5 
33 130.0 5.3 47.6 182.9 
34 119.9 5.3 9.5 134.7 
35 51.0 9.5 60.5 




40 0.2 0.2 










Total 772.7 4 297.2 321.6 56.2 4 243.2 9 690.9 
Annex IV continued 
Flat sardinella (Sardinella maderensis ), biomass in tollles 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 






10 59 59 
11 1 124 462 1 586 
12 11 546 989 12 536 
13 10 545 2 006 12 551 
14 10 363 648 11 011 
15 6 604 1 772 8 376 
16 7 887 1 992 9 880 
17 27 248 2 666 29 914 
18 49 897 5 206 55 103 
19 15 080 85 13 725 28 890 
20 10 950 295 24 053 35 298 
21 15 159 567 28 896 44 621 
22 34 747 2 080 45 163 81 990 
23 23 094 2 073 78 386 103 553 
24 11 215 2 554 1 089 108 928 123 786 
25 2 817 1 403 59 068 63 288 
26 8 871 1 771 59 664 70 307 
27 998 10 204 1 760 35 839 48 801 
28 3 334 11 887 2 448 26 969 44 638 
29 13 034 8 691 1 629 7 424 30 778 
30 34 273 5684 600 11 883 52 439 
31 39 928 1 585 331 2 857 44 700 
32 46 854 4 352 15 689 66 896 
33 47 419 1 907 17 182 66 508 
34 47 766 2 083 3 753 53 602 
35 22 125 4 089 26 215 




40 102 102 










Total 257 084 235 460 65 733 11 031 563 814 1 133 123 
Annex IV continued 
Anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus ), nwnbers in millions 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C. Vert Casamance 
5 124.7 124.7 
6 407.3 1.6 408.9 
7 333.9 46.2 95.8 475.9 
8 354.1 101 .3 583.4 1 038.8 
9 258.8 44.1 1 486.6 1 789.4 
10 206.8 16.0 11.8 2 350.9 2 585.5 
11 401 .5 2.2 1 054.5 4 225.3 5 683.4 
12 880.6 1.7 2 000.5 5 062.1 7 945.0 
13 1190.9 0.4 506.7 1 313.3 3 01 1.3 
14 523.7 0.4 63.4 87.4 675.0 
15 95.3 95.3 





Total 4 782.6 213.9 3 636.9 15 204.8 23 838.2 
Anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus ), biomass in tonnes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C. Vert Casamance 
5 112 112 
6 604 2 606 
7 761 105 218 1 084 
8 1174 336 1 935 3 445 
9 1 198 204 6 883 8 285 
10 1 293 100 74 14 696 16 162 
11 3 297 18 8 660 34 701 46 676 
12 9 288 18 21 099 53 390 83 795 
13 15 822 6 6 731 17 449 40 008 
14 8 621 7 1 044 1 439 11 111 
15 1 916 1 916 





Total 44 208 796 37 609 130 709 213 323 
Annex IV continued 
Atlantic horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus ), numbers in millions 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C. Vert Casamance 
5 
6 
7 2.2 2.2 
8 22.7 34.6 57.3 
9 79.4 123.4 202.8 
10 17.0 1 240.8 1 257.9 
11 2.9 444.8 447.8 
12 1.1 5.9 30.0 37.1 
13 19.1 10.0 29.1 
14 29.9 29.9 
15 136.1 136.1 
16 293.7 293.7 
17 502.2 502.2 
18 1 018.6 1 018.6 
19 1 078.3 1 078.3 
20 607.8 607.8 
21 144.4 144.4 
22 38.0 38.0 
23 14.8 14.8 
24 7.8 7.8 
25 45.6 45.6 
26 72.4 72.4 
27 72.3 72.3 
28 36.7 36.7 
29 38.5 38.5 
30 29.8 29.8 
31 31.4 31.4 
32 27.9 27.9 
33 1.7 22.7 24.4 
34 
35 3.8 3.8 
36 2.1 2.1 
37 1.7 1.7 
38 5.4 5.4 
39 2.7 2.7 
40 24.9 24.9 
41 4.9 4.9 
42 9.0 9.0 
43 12.3 12.3 







Total 190.5 4 277.0 1 885.8 6 353.3 
Annex IV continued 
Atlantic horse mackerel (Trachurns trachurus ), biomass in tonnes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C. Vert Casamance 
5 
6 
7 9 9 
8 117 204 321 
9 572 1 015 1 587 
10 166 13 790 13 955 
11 38 6495 6 532 
12 19 97 563 678 
13 395 236 632 
14 764 764 
15 4 256 4 256 
16 11 083 11 083 
17 22 609 22 609 
18 54 177 54177 
19 67 165 67165 
20 43 985 43 985 
21 12 052 12 052 
22 3 635 3 635 
23 1 617 1 617 
24 961 961 
25 6 354 6 354 
26 11 315 11 315 
27 12 636 12 636 
28 7 146 7 146 
29 8 311 8 31 1 
30 7 101 7 101 
31 8 255 8 255 
32 8 043 8 043 
33 544 7 167 7 710 
34 
35 1 428 1 428 
36 849 849 
37 762 762 
38 2 578 2 578 
39 1 373 1 373 
40 13 885 13 885 
41 2 970 2 970 
42 5 779 5 779 
43 8 478 8 478 







Total 40 845 299 163 22 312 362 320 
Annex IV continued 
Cunene horse mackerel (Trachurus trecae ), numbers in millions 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C. Vert Casamance 
4 0.9 0.9 
5 0.4 0.4 
6 171 .5 2.5 174.0 
7 693.2 4.4 16.1 713.7 
8 541 .2 21.4 44.8 607.5 
9 2 484.6 75.2 39.9 2 599.8 
10 17.9 4 692.2 95.8 34.2 4 840.1 
11 170.2 18.2 1 667.4 85.3 24.6 1 965.6 
12 454.1 118.5 465.8 21 .7 83.4 1 143.5 
13 1 603.5 1 026.6 328.7 4.2 9.5 2 972.5 
14 1 889.7 1 462.9 2 071 .8 1.5 5 425.9 
15 1 458.3 1 610.8 1 628.4 1.5 4 699.0 
16 620.9 744.4 601.9 2.2 1 969.5 
17 242.7 321.6 115.3 8.4 4.2 692.3 
18 57.6 86.6 67.5 25.7 49.7 287.1 
19 11.5 67.5 74.7 162.8 316.5 
20 19.1 139.3 242.4 400.9 
21 3.1 118.5 147.0 268.6 
22 75. 0 169.5 244.4 
23 8.0 22.3 65.1 95.4 
24 24.2 3.7 9.3 37.2 
25 61.3 61.3 
26 60.3 60.3 
27 36.0 36.0 























Total 6 746.4 5 389.6 15 597.3 775.6 1111.4 29 620.3 
Annex IV continued 
Cunene horse mackerel (Trachurus trecae ), biomass in tonnes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C. Vert Casamance 
4 1 1 
5 1 1 
6 452 6 459 
7 2 808 18 65 2 891 
8 3 191 126 264 3 581 
9 20 450 619 329 21 398 
10 174 52145 1 065 380 53 764 
11 2 174 266 24 345 1 245 359 28 389 
12 7 450 2 222 8 733 407 1 564 20 376 
13 33 141 24 247 7 765 98 224 65 475 
14 48 391 42 813 60 636 44 151 884 
15 45 617 57 584 58 214 54 161 469 
16 23 430 32 104 25 957 95 81 585 
17 10 926 16 548 5 934 434 214 34 055 
18 3 065 5 265 4104 1 562 3 019 17 015 
19 716 4 806 5 321 11 588 22 431 
20 1 384 11 525 20 052 32 960 
21 255 11 311 14 023 25 588 
22 8 199 18 530 26 729 
23 876 2 776 8 112 11 764 
24 2 994 524 1 313 4 831 
25 8 539 8 539 
26 9 424 9 424 
27 6 285 6 285 























Total 206 385 181 048 279 541 45 228 80 237 792 438 
Annex IV continued 
False scad (Caranx rhonchus), nwnbers in millions 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C. Vert Casamance 
4 4.5 4.5 
5 118.0 118.0 
6 82.2 82.2 
7 56.8 56.8 
8 63.9 63.9 
9 49.0 49.0 
10 19.3 19.3 
11 39.3 39.3 
12 72.4 72.4 
13 7.8 7.8 
14 1.3 1.3 
15 1.3 1.3 




20 5.2 5.2 
21 16.0 16.0 
22 3.2 43.9 47.1 
23 1.6 44.7 46.3 
24 1.6 12.0 13.7 
25 1.6 21.5 23.1 
26 6.4 7.7 14.1 
27 19.3 5.1 24.4 
28 11 .3 0.7 12.0 
29 9.6 5.1 14.7 
30 4.9 8.6 13.5 
31 5.8 13.0 18.8 
32 3.3 17.3 20.6 
33 5.9 8.6 14.5 
34 2.5 4.3 6.8 
35 3.3 4.3 7.7 
36 1.7 4.3 6.0 
37 0.8 0.8 













Total 84.6 739.6 824.2 
Annex IV continued 
False scad (Caranx rhonchus ), biomass in tonnes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 
cm C. Juby C. Blanc C. Timiris St. Louis C. Vert Casamance 
4 4 4 
5 189 189 
6 217 217 
7 230 230 
8 362 362 
9 392 392 
10 171 171 
11 270 270 








20 431 431 
21 1 527 1 527 
22 352 4 803 5 155 
23 200 5 571 5 771 
24 227 1 700 1 927 
25 256 3 426 3 682 
26 1 149 1 369 2 519 
27 3 853 1 011 4 864 
28 2 502 164 2 666 
29 2 378 1 248 3 626 
30 1 332 2 356 3 688 
31 1 738 3 893 5 631 
32 1 103 5 701 6 803 
33 2 114 3122 5 235 
34 989 1 705 2 694 
35 1 437 1 857 3 295 
36 781 2 019 2 800 
37 424 424 













Total 21 751 43 752 65 503 
Annex IV continued 
Chub mackerel (Scomber j aponicus ), numbers in millions 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 







11 63.2 63.2 
12 11.0 11.0 
13 42.0 15.3 57.4 
14 497.1 101.6 598.7 
15 231 .0 216.7 447.8 
16 21 .0 223.6 244.6 
17 0.8 97.7 98.5 
18 44.3 44.3 
19 32.8 32.8 
20 5.9 54.1 60.0 
21 16.8 91 .3 108.1 
22 29.2 123.9 153.0 
23 61.0 165.0 226.0 
24 43.8 182.2 226.0 
25 5.1 109.0 114.2 
26 14.5 103.4 117.8 
27 4.9 180.5 185.4 
28 277.2 277.2 
29 1.0 147.6 148.5 
30 0.5 117.2 117.6 
31 11 .8 47.9 59.7 
32 13.9 38.6 52.5 
33 9.9 28.8 38.7 
34 2.0 11.0 13.0 
35 4.0 9.7 13.7 
36 1.8 1.8 
37 6.9 6.9 
38 
39 2.7 2.7 
40 0.1 0.1 
41 3.3 3.3 
42 3.2 3.2 
43 0.1 0.1 
44 0.3 0.3 
45 0.3 0.3 
46 0.3 0.3 
47 0.2 0.2 
48 0.1 0.1 
49 0.1 0.1 
50 0.1 0.1 
Total 1 016.0 2513.1 3 529.1 
Annex IV continued 
Chub mackerel (Scomber japonicus ), biomass in tennes 
Length C. Cantin- C. Juby- C. Blanc- C. Timiris- St. Louis- C. Vert- TOTAL 







11 807 807 
12 181 181 
13 868 317 1 185 
14 12 729 2 603 15 332 
15 7227 6 780 14 007 
16 793 8 436 9 229 
17 36 4 400 4 436 
18 2 357 2 357 
19 2 041 2 041 
20 427 3 915 4 342 
21 1 402 7 622 9 024 
22 2 789 11 851 14 640 
23 6 651 17 990 24 641 
24 5 405 22 512 27 917 
25 716 15 185 15 902 
26 2 263 16 159 18 422 
27 851 31 534 32 385 
28 53 903 53 903 
29 207 31 825 32 032 
30 114 27 925 28 039 
31 3 110 12 564 15 674 
32 4 000 11 132 15 132 
33 3 115 9 100 12 215 
34 684 3 788 4 471 
35 1 489 3 660 5 149 
36 754 754 
37 3 078 3 078 
38 
39 1 385 1 385 
40 32 32 
41 1 979 1 979 
42 2 055 2 055 
43 40 40 
44 213 213 
45 273 273 
46 243 243 
47 207 207 
48 55 55 
49 117 117 
50 62 62 
Total 54 877 319 079 373 956 
